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, ABSTRACT 

* W i ' « 

The hyperfine fields have been measured qk Tel/(Sn*Au, Ir and 'Fe 

nuclei located at impurity sites in several Heusler alloys. The value 

.of the hyperfine field at Te impurities on Sb . sites 'in Pd2MnSb was 

found to be 85(3) T. This' result along with subsequent -work indicates . 

the existance of a maximum,in the hyperfine fields measured tat 5sp . 

impur^ies at Sb sites-in Pd2HnSb which ia consistant with the charge ' 

screening models of Campbell and Blandin and of Jena and Geldart but« 

. is inconsi'stant with the volume misfit model of Stearns. • The 

Mossbauer spectra of ̂ n/^Au, and Ir nuclei in PtMnSn and IrMnSn 

indicate poorly ordered^ructures. The small Sn fields, -2.9(2) and 

3-57(8) T respectively, follow' general trends, observed for 5sp 

impurities in transition metal arid Heusler hosts. The 4.2 K hyperfine 

• fields at* Au impurities on Ptt sites in PtMnSn and at Ir atoms in 

IrMnSn, 77(1) T and 65(2) T respectively, are used to compare the 

observed trends in the hyperfine fields at period six "impurities in 

Heusler alloys with the predictions of the charge screening models. 

The magnitudes 'and signs of hyperfine fields measured at Fe impurities 

located 'on .various sites in Co2MnZ (Z*Si,Ge,Sn,Ga) and Co2YSn 

(Y«Ti,Zr,Hf) have been measured by doping' separate samples of each 

alloy with enriched 57j>e and wi-th 5
7Co*„ in the. Co2MnZ alloys, Fe was 

found to preferentially ocdupy the Mn sites and possess a field Value 

of about' -30 T while Fe located on the Co sites was found to be 

-11.5 T for alloys with Group IVA Z atoms and -7^5 T -.for Z-Ga. A' 

3trong correlation was found to exist between the isomer shifts at Fe 

• impurities in these alloys and the atomic*number- of the Z atom. In 
e * 1 

1 

the Co2YSn alloys, Fe was found to enter both the Y and Sn sites 

*giving/field values of -35 T and- -30 T respectively except for Y*Zr 

where sr separate Sn-site field was not resolved. The magnitude of the 

hyperfine fields at Fe impurities located" at Co sites was found to be 

less thrfn. 2- T. These Fe field systema-tics are compared to those found-

• in intermetallic compounds of similar structure. 

•i ^ ' ' 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

S1 •1 Theory of magnetism." ^ 

Since their discovery in "antiquity, the magnetic materials* have 

been a constant source of interest to scholars of natural philosophy 

because of their peculiar magnetic properties. However/, it was not 

until this century, during which the crystalline models of solids and 

the mathematical techniques of quantum "statistics were developed, that 

any appreciable advances'* in t.he understanding of the mechanisms 

responsible for magnetic ordering were forthcoming. 

The magnetic properties, of insulators can be "reasonably well 

understood in terms of Heisenberg exchange interactions between the 

localized magnetic moments on the at'oms in the solid. On the other. 
% 

hand, the magnetic properties of metallic solids are not so well 
' f t * 

understood. Indeed, the origins of magnetism in one of "the most 

common of the of the magnetic materials, pure iron, are rather poorly 
i " i 

understood. Part of the diffculty arises from indirect interactions 
i 

between magnetic ions via the conduction electrons. Another 
* 

complication is due to the fact that the moment carrying d electrons 

are not so well localized as, for instance, the f electrons in the 

m 
rare earth metals. This gives rise to a direct overlap of the" wave 

» 

functions for atoms that are suffiently close to each other in the 

solid. Thia overlap"introduces an additional mechanism which affects 

the alignment of the magnetic moments leading to a particular type of 

magnetic order. Attempts to understand the magnetic ordering 

/ 
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mechanisms- in pure transition metals have therefore been'limited by 

the fact that the relative contributions are not well known. * 

SI.2 Hyperfine Field Measurements. 

The original purpose . of measuring* hyperfine fields at 

* . " -I 
non-magnetic impurities in magnetic metals was to determine the extent 

to which the conduction electrons were polarized by the presence of 

/ 
magneticimoments. A considerable effort was therefore directed,toward -

the'measurement of hyperfine fields at non-magnetti.c impurities in, the -

pure transition metal hosts (Fe, Co, Ni) [R1.2.1J. However, as the 

nguaber of different species "of impurity atoms increased, it, soon* „ 

became apparent that the hyperfine field values were more a function 
> « 

of the particular impurity atom than of/the host. As a result of 

these findings and the complicated atontte- structure of impurity atoms 

dissolved in metallic environments, it* was desirable to seek a*simpler 

host where the magnetic orderingVas thought to be primarily due'to 

the polarized conduction electrons. 

SI .3 Heusler Alloys. 

Heusler alloys seemed to provide the ideal environment because in 

the X2MnZ or XMnZ (Xj*Co) alloys the nearest neighbour magnetic moments 

which are confined to Mn atoms are more separated than those in the 

pure transition metal ferromagnets. Because of the existence of a 

large number of th«e alloys which exhibit ferromagnetic ordering, 

they offer the opportunity* to^deiermine the effects of changing the 



various constituent atoms on the magnetic properties. These unique 

• properties led to a flurry of hyperfine field ' measurements at 

non-magnetic sites in Heusler alloys during the, last decade [R1.3.1]. 

Details of the chemical and magnetic structure of Heusler alloys along 

with a, summary of their magnetic properties are given in Chapter 2. 

S1.4 Techniques for Measuring Hyperfine Fields. 

Hypeirfine fields may be measured most easily by using either the 

Mossbauer effect (ME), perturbed angular correlations (PAC) or nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR). Of these techniques the first two give the 

hyperfine fields at one particular type of atom in the alloy because a 

specific nuclide is used as a probe. The NMR technique, on the other 

hand, is capable of aljowiagv.'the determination of field values at 

several types of atoms in one -experiment since the radio frequency is 

swept through a wide range which may cover the nuclear Zeeman 

*> 
splittings of several isotopes. Thus the ME and PAC techniques result 

in spectra which can be uniquely attributed to a specific nuclear 

species while the various absorption lines"in an NMR sjpectrum must be 

identified with the various constituent atoms in the alloy. The 

choice between the use of the PAC and the ME techniques depends upon 

t̂he type of probe atom of interest, sinee probe "atoms suitable for 

each of these techniques do not exist for all the elements. In this 

work the ME technique only was used to measure hyperfine fields. The 

theory and the experimental procedures involved with ME are described 

in chapters 3 and 4 respectively. 
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S1.5 Theory of Hyperfine Fields in Metallic Hosts. 

In the course of this and other work it became apparent tha't the 

trends observed in the hyperfine fields measured at non-magnetic" ** 

impurities in ferromagnetic Heusler alleys were similar to those 

obtained in pure transition metal ferromagnets. Three theoretical 

models were developed to account for these trends. Two of -these 

models, due to Blandin and Campbell [Rj|.5.l] and Jena an* Geldart 

[R1.5.2], are applicable to non-magnetic probe atoms and attributevthe 

* change in • the hyperfine field '• values to be due p'rimarily to the 

screening' of the varying ionic charges by the conduction electrons as 

the atomic number of the impurity atom is changed. The third, due to 

Stearns [R1.5«3]i is more widely applicable in that it may be applied 

to magnetic atoms as well. According to this theory the magnetic, 

hyperfine field trends are due 'to two separable effects: (a) the 

overlap between the extended moment carrying d electron wave functions 

of the host magnetic ions and the- those of the impurity ions, and (b) 

the interaction between the spin polarized s-like conduction electrons 

of the host and the localized electrons on the impurity ions. In this 

theory the effective valence of the impurity ions are considered to be 

relatively constant across the sp series. These models are described 

in Chapter 5 where some attention is paid to the characteristics which 

distinguish them. 

s*4~ 
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S1.6 tHyperfine fields measured in this work'.' 

' Most of the hyperfine field(measurements in Heusler alloys had 

been made at 5sp constituent Z atom or transition constituent X atom 

sites. An important line of work was initiated by Campbell and Leiper 

[RI.6.1] and Schwartzendruber and Evans [R1.6.2] when they began 

.substituting 5sp impurity atoms into Heusler alloys. Using these 

techniques it soon became apparent that for a given Heusler host, the 

hyperfine fields were negative! for low valence.5sp impurities (Cd,In) 

and became more positive with increasing valance, changing-sign near 

valence 4 (Sn). In this work, the magnitude of the hyperfine field at 

the Te (valence 6) impurity atoms in PdJttnSb was determined to see if 

the upward trend would continue. The details of this .experiment are, 

'found in the second section of Chapter 6 (S6.2). A 

. Previously the"*-only measurements of hyperfine fields at period *6, 

atoms were on X sites in the Heusler alloy PtMnSn (H^(Pt)) by Malik et 

al. [R1.6.3] and H^Au) in AuMnSb [R1.6.4] and in Au2MnAl [RI.6.5] by 

Leiper et al. To extend these measurements 'in period 6, the values of 

Hjj.(Au) in PtMnSn and H~(lr) in Ir.. Q^MU^ 07^n0 86 w e r e stained in 

this ^work. The details of" these measurements are found in S6.3 and 

S6.4 respectively. In S6.5 the values of the period 6 hyperfine field 

values measured in Heusler alloys are discussed in the context of the 

theoretical models. 

In addition to the measurement of the hyperfine fields at the X 

atoms, the hyperfine field was also measured at the Z constituent atom 

I 
in PtMnSn, and Ir-]>o7

1MnU07SnO 86' Detail's of these measurements 

/ 
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appear in S6-3 and S6.4 respectively. 

Because of the existance of theoretical models-which attempt to 

account for the experimental trends observed in magnetic hyperfine 

fields measured at non-magnetic sites, the bulk of the activity in the 

measurement of hyperfine fields in Heusler alloys has involved the use 

of non-magnetic probe atoms. Except for fields measured at Mn atoms, 

and Co atoms, little, attention has been paid to the use of transition 

metal probe atoms, particularly those which might carry a moment. It 

should be pointed out that the recent theoretical models advanced to 

v account for hyperfine field'.systematics at nonmagnetic sites followed 
i 

a rather substantial amount of experimental data chronologically. A 

similar situation is expected to occur for magnetic atoms. Thus, > it 

, would seem that there is > a need ' to extend the hyperfine field 

measurements to ai£>ms carrying magnetic moments. 

With this in mind, several measurements of, hyperfine fields at Fe 

impurity atoms in Cp2YZ alloys were made. The Co alloys were chosen 
57 because the ME nuclide Fe. can be incorporated into the Co sites by 

57 ' 57 
preparing the alloy with Co, the parent nuclide of Fe. By using 

these alloys as ME sources and a single line ME absorbejp'the value of 
t 

H„ (Fe) can be obtained. Also alloys prepared with small amounts of 

57 
enriched Fe were used as nE absorbers along with conventional single 

line sources to obtain hrperfine fields at Fe, atoms located at other 

sites in the" alloys. The experimental details of this work are found" 

in S5.2 and the ME measurements are described in S7.2 and S7-3-



* 
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The final chapter contains a summary of the conclusions drawn 

from th i s work and some recommendations for future experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HEUSLER ALLOYS 

4*2; 1 Introduction., 

The study of the mechanisms responsible for magnetic ordering in 

Heusler alloys is important fov several reasons: 

(a) Most Heusler alloys have a timple cubic structure and tend to be-

well' ordered both chemically and magnetically. 

(b) There are a large number of alloys with "which to vary relevant 

experimental parameters so"as to test the theories of magnetic 

ordering. ' 

(c) The distance between the magnetic moments for the X_MnZ Heusler 

alloys is relatively large ' and is thought to preclude the 
• " . 

possibility of direct exchange coupling being the dominant 
i. 

mechanism responsible for magnetic ordering. Although there is 

still some controversy over this point [R2.1^1, R2.1.^, R2JJ.3], 

the study of Heusler alloys provides for a clearer understanding 

of the effect of conduction electrons on magnetic ordering. 

(d) Continuous single phase solid solutions of two different Heusler 

alloys in the form of quarternary alloys (Pd2MnIn._ Sn t 

[R2.1.4]; COgM^_xTixSn, [R2.1.5]) provide further experimental 
•g »-

information with which to test current theories.• 

(e) The substitution of various probe atoms into the various lattice 

sites in Heusler alloys provides a means of determining the 

' < 
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systematics of impurity site hyperfine.fields in ferromagnets. 

Because most metal atoms tend'tB-'selectively enter only one 

particular crystallographic site (A and C, B or D) [R2.1.6], the 

local|_ environment of„ the impurity is known. Thus the impurity 

y -
field measurements may also be used to advantage in the study of 

the hyperfine field trends in these alloys. 

Because of these features, Heusler alloys offer the experimentalist a 

large variety of 'possible experiments which can lead to a clearer 

understanding of the rble played by the conduction electrons in 

magnetic ordering* . * 

v 
S2.2 Structure of,Heusler Alloys. " 

Heusler alloys are of chemical composition Xlyz where » X is a 

transition metal from the groups to the right of Fe in the periodic 

table (Co, Ni, Cu, Pd, Au, Ptf Rh), Y is a transition metal from 

groups to the left of Fe (Mn, Ti, V, Zr, Hf), and Z is an sp metal 

from groups IIIA, IV.A, or VA (Al, Si, Ga, Ge, In, Sn, Sb). ' In this 

work the related ternary alloys, XYZ with vacancies on half of £he X 

Sites were also studied. ( Since it is now common practice to refer to 

these -alloys as Heusler alloys, this practice although strictly 

incorrect will be adopted here. Not all combinations of these 

constituent atoms form the Heusler structure o"h alloying. 

Nevertheless, the number of Heusler alloys of different composition is 
a s 

large:, a recent list of alloys of the L2, structure contains over one 
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hundred entries [R2.2.1]. 

These alloys are actually intermetallic compounds in that they 

usually exhibit a high degree of chemical order and exist in a single 

phase for 'only small departures from stoichometry. The X-YZ and XYZ 

Heusler alloys order in what is refered to as the -Strukturbericht 

types L2. and" C1. respectively. These structural types haVe in common 

the fee crystalographic lattice,^ They differ by the basis, of atoms 

located at each.lattice point. The basis may be considered to consist 

if four inequivalent sitesAusually denoted by A, B, C, and D, located „ 

at the positions 0 0 0, 1/4. 1/4 1/4, 1/2 1,/2 1/2, and 3/4 3/4 3/4 

respectively with respect to each lattice point. Thus,'the structure ' 

T2.2.2 Nearest neighbour configuration of four sites in Heusler 
alloys. 
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may be viewed as of four.interpenetrating fee sublattices displaced 

from each other along the body diagonal by one quarter of its length.* 

The L2^ structure is formed when the X atoms occupy the A and C sites, 

the Y atoms the B sites, and the Z atoms the D sites. The CI, 

structure is similar except that the C sites are vacant. These 

a 

structures are shown in F2.2.1 where they are compared to related 

structures. The, type and„number of nearest neighbours to each of the 

sites in the Heusler structure are given ill T2.2.1. 

S2.3 Structure determination by x-ray diffraction. 

X-ray "diffraction was employed in-this work in order to determine 

if the alloys used possessed a well ordered Heusler structure. A 

brief outline of the theory behind the analysis of the x-ray 

diffractict spectra of fee crystal structures of the Heusler type is 

given below. * 

The condition for diffraction is given in terms of the wave 

vector of the x-rays, K, and the reciprocal lattice vector, G, as 

2fcsin6 = \d\ = (h2+k2+l2)1/22-n/a B2.3.1 

which is equivalent to the'.,usual expression for the Bragg • diffraction 

law with G=2TT/X and d»dy(7j2+fc2+Z2) '2. However, not all integral 
A 

combinations of hkl will result in diffraction because x-rays 

coherently scattered from atoms on adjacent planes of particular 

orientations may interfere destructively. The intensity of the 

V. 
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diffracted x-ray beam is proportional to the square of the magnitude 

of the geometrical form ̂ factor given by: 

N .* t 
F(hkl) * l,f e~%G'En E2.3-2 

n=l 

where f" and zr are, respectively, the the atomic scattering factor 

and the position vector of the n atom in the unit,cell. The sum is , 

over the N atoms of the unit cell. The positij/n vectors are expressed „ 

as: 

• R
n = (xnx+yny

+zn*)a • E2.3.3 

This expression can be simplified by first summing over the c 

inequivalent lattice sites per , fee lattice point and then over the 

inequivalent fee lattice points per unit dell by writing R in the 

form: 

% = T+8 E2.3.4 
n m n 

^ 
The v gives the relative position of each of the sites A, B, C, and D 

with respect to each fee lattice point and may be given the values 

0 0 0, a/4 a/4 a/4, a/2 a/2 a/2, and 3<z/4 3a/4 3a/4 respectively. The 

8 gives the location of four inequivalent fee lattice points with 

respect to the origin and may assume the values 0 0 0, 0 a/2 a/2, 

a/2 0 a/2, and a/2 a/2 0. This yields: 



> t 

F(hkl) - * <T^ I f / H 
m n 

The atomic scattering factors /., i = A, B, C, D represent the average 

atomic scattering factor for the atoms on sublattice . 

The first factor owes its existence to the fact that the lattice 

is of the fee type. It vanishes unless hkl are all even or all odd 

integers in which case it has the value of 4« The second factor is 

due to the particular arrangement of atoms at each lattice point and 

further restricts the values of hkl which lead to- diffraction. The 

value of this fac-jbor depends upon whether h+k+l is even or odd and 

whether (h+k+l)/2 is even or-odd. The possible values of hkl which 

give rise to diffraction are listed in T2.3.1 along with the values of 

l(hkl) for arbitrary structures consisting of four fee sublattices and 

the relative intensities for the fully ordered L2. and C1. structures. 

As can be seen from T2.3.1 only reflections with (h+k+Z)/2 even 

have intensities which are independent of the ordering of the X, Y, 

and Z atoms on the A, B, C, and D sites. The peaks in the diffraction 

spectrum which are due to these reflections are' refered to as 

principal reflection lines in contrast to the others which are refered 

to as superlattice lines. In the extreme case, where the crystal is 

* 
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T2.3.1 Geometrical |form factors and 
al loys . 
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completely randomly disordered, i.e. "A^B^C^D' *hen ^ae 

superlattice lines are absent in the diffraction spectrum. If 

„ disorder occurs among the atoms on the B and D sites, then the odd 

superlattice lines will be jfedtlced while the even ones remain 

unchanged. In the extreme case of complete random disorder between 

these sites, the L2^ and C1, structures become the B2 and C1 

structures respectively. Preferential disorder of this type is found 

in some of the Co2YZ alloys [R2.3-1] and in many C1b Heusleralloys 

[R2.3.2]. 

\ 
The amount of this type of disorder cannotc be accurately^ 

determined from x-ray diffraction alone. Because the atomic 

scattering factors are monatonieally increasing functions of the 

number of localized electrons on the atoms in the alloys, there are 

relatively small differences in the atomic scattering factors for 



atoms with similar atomic numbers. Hence, the 'inte^ities of the 

superlattice lines are small compared to those of the 'principal lines. 

This is particularly relevent to the alloys studied in this work. 

In this work x-ray diffraction was employed to compare the 

structure of the alloys prepared for ME analysis to those of previous *• 

(j/orkersv. No attempt was made to determine quantitatively the extent-.. 

to which disordering may have occurred. This can be justified to some 

extent by the fact that* the resonant absorption l^nes of the MosBbauer 

spectra of these alloys are usually broadened or more numerous if 

there exists a variety of -lpcal order in th& vicinity of ME probe 

atoms. A ME spectrum consisting of a simple arrangement of narrow 

absorption lines is usually indicative of uniform local order in the 

alloy. The lattice parameters (obtained from the relative spacing of 

the diffraction lines, see E2.3.1) were determined and compared to 

previous reported results. Also, care was taken to make sure of the 

absence qf additional diffraction lines due to iton-Heusler phases in 

the alloys. The x-ray diffraction measurements Vtere made by Ben 

Fullerton. 

S2.4 Magnetic Structures cf Heusler Alloys. 

The magnetic structure of Heusler alloys is best determined by 

means of the neutron diffraction technique. (Details of [ this 

technique applied to the determination of the magnetic structures of 

Heusler alloys are given by Webster [R2.4-1]). Most of the alloys 

containing Co or Mn are magnetically ordered with the magnetic moments' 
- %• 
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localized on these atoms only. A recent list*of-Heusler alloys of the 

L2j.structure indicates that about 50̂  alloys exhibit some form of 

magnetic ordering [R2.4-2J. For the alloys of composition; X„MnZ 

(X^Co), the magnetic moments range from 3-27 uB for Ni?MnSb to about 

4.4 Ug for NigMnln and Pd~MnSb, however a value nearer 4 VB is more 

typical. In Heusler'alloys of composition Co?MnZ the size of the Co 

and Mn moments depends on the particular ty'pe of Z atom in the alloy. 

The Mn moments are 3.0, 3.6, and 3-75 uB for group IIIA, IVA, and VA 

atoms, respectively. . The Co moments, however, fall into only'two 

categories: about 0.50^B for group IIIA atoms and about 0.7£ u B for 

group IVA and VA atoms. For the Co2YZ (Ŷ Mri) alloys the systematics 

in the moments depend in a complicated way on the types of both Y and 

Z atoms. When Y and Z atoms are respectively group IVA and IIIA atoms 

or group VA and IVA atoms then the Co moment tends to be /small, about 

'0.3 uB. However, when the Y and Z atoms are respectively group IVB 

and IVA atoms or group VB ando IIIA atoms then the Co moment tends to 

be large, about 0.8 to. 1.0 u-g. The Heusler alloys of the C1b 

/

i structure * are much less numerous that the L2, alloys. As a rule the 

Mn moments are smaller in the XMnZ alloys and tend to vary more"than 

"in the L2. alloys, ranging between 2 and 4 u-g. Because these alloys 

tend to be less well ordered than the L2. alloys it is difficult to 

see clear trends in the moments in these alloys. 

Most (about 80 %) of the magnetically ordered L2. Heusler alloys 

are ' ferromagnetic. The other types of order found include 

antiferromagnetic order (eg PdgMnAl) and more complicated types such 
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as helical antiferromagnetic order (eg Ni2MnAl [R2.4.3]). The 

magnetic ordering temperatures cover a wide range: 23 K for PdMnTe to 

985 K for Co2MnSi. For the XgMnZ alloys the Curie points seem to 

depend mainly on the type of »X atom, being highest for X=Co and 

decreasing as X in changed to Cu, Sh, Ni, Pd, and Ir in that order. 

For the XMnZ alloys the Curie points tend to be higher (by about a 

factor of 2) than the corresponding X2MnZ alloy with the same X and Z 

atoms. For alloys of composition Co»2YZ (Y^Mn), the,Curie points cover 

a smaller range (119 K for Co2NbSn to 444 K for Co2ZrSn). The Curie 

,;points of these alloys follow the same trends as do the magnetic Co 

moments in their dependence on the type of Y and Z atoms. 

The chemical and magnetic structure of the alloys used in this 

work appear in those sections in chapters 6 and 7 where the ME 

measurements are described. 

/ 
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CHAPTER 3 20 

MOSSBAUEft SPECTROSCOPY 

S3.1 Resonant absorption. 

Gamma ray resonant absorption coMists "of the emission of a gamma 

ray from a nucleus initially in an excited state and the subsequent 

. absorption of this gamma ray by another nucleus initially in its 

ground state. This sequence of events is followed by the decay of the 

second nucleus to,its ground state by one of severaL processes." The 

gamma ray energy distribution is given by the Breit-Wigner or Iiorentz 

function: 

^ 
J(g-go> * (E-E )*g(r/2)* E5-1'1 

• o 

where E is the energy centroid and r is the "natural width' of the 

gamma ray. This last quantity is related to the mean lifetime, t, of 

the excited state through the Heisenberg uncertainity relation, 

rT - fi « S3.1.2 

For ME excited states, the full widths range from 7 x 10~1 eV for 

6?Zn to 6 x 10"5 eV for 1 8 7Re. Typical values are about 10"8 eV. 

The maximum cross section for resonant absorption is given^by 
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= %
2g2 21'+1 V 

ao F 2 " 2i"+i r 
E3.1.3 

where E is the energy of the photon, J" and I' are the spins of the 

ground and excited states respectively. T ft is the relative' 

probability for a nuclear decay from the excited state by means - of 

gamma emission. Where gamma emission and internal conversion are the 

principal modes of decay, T ft is related to the conversion 

coefficient, a, by 

_X- JL. 
r ~ 1+ct E3.1.4. 

67 
For ME nuclides, the cross sections range from 3.2 b :£or Zn to 1.7 x 

10 b for 121Ta while typical"valuesAre about 10* b or 10^ b. 

For free nuclei, both the emission and the absorption processes 

must conserve linear momentum. Hence the nucleus must recoil with a 

momentum, hit, where it is the wave number of the gamma ray. For 

initially stationary nuclei the energy of the recoil is given by: 

R = 2m 
1_ 
2m 

E -R 
o E 

2mcZ E3.1.5 

where m is the nuclear mass, E is the gamma ray energy, and E is, the 
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,transition energy between the two nuclear states. Typical recoil 

energies for ME nuclides range from 10"^ to 0.1 eeV. For 

non-stationary' sources , and absorbers of gamma rays, the resulting 

gamma 'ray energy is given by: 

E = E ± E- + E„ 
o ^ j 

= 

= 

= 

E 
0 

E 
0 

E 
0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

(HkJ1 

2m 

tf-k2* 

2m 

a 

jhHtf-\)
2 

2m 

+ — i — L 
m 

wcose E3.1.6 

where the upper and lower signs refer to the emission and absorption 

processes respectively. E^ and &• (E~ .arid k~) are the initial (final) 

values of the kinetic energy and the wave number of the nucleus 

respectively. v is the initial value of the -velocity of the nucleus 

and G is the angle between «^ and k „ . For a gas, the initial 

velocities of the nuclei are governed by a Boltzman distribution; 

hence, <Wcos9> » 0, and the following averages"result: 

<E > = E +R - ' V » E3.1.7 
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<E 2>* = <E >2 

Y Y 
<y2cos20> 

1 + -71 E3.1.8 

* «•* r, 

v - . 

The gamma ray energy is now centered at E$R and henc£°for maximum 
o ' / 

resonance absorption the emitted/ gamma ray must be ̂  externally 

augmented with an energy of 2R. Furthermore, the width of the gamma 

ray distribution is increased from the natural width to: 

P 
<E 2>-<E >2 

: "i Y . 

L / 2 ; . 

<h <E > |_<y2>> /c 

* <B> (kJP/m) 
Y .- B . 

* J2mkJr E3-1.9 

For ME nuclides this corresponds to a j;ange of .005 to .07 eV, an 

increase by a factor of 10^ to 10 over the natural width. The 

effective maximumv absorption cross section would be reduced by the 

same factor. 
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S3.2 Mossbauer effect. 

0 When nuclei are bound within a crystal lattice, however, the 

total energy of the nucleus becomes quantized. For cases where the 

nuclei are bound by velocity independent forces within the crystal 
1 . 

lattice, it can be shown the first two moments of the attribution of 

E are the same as those for unbound "nuclei [R3.2.1.]. Only higher 

order moments differ. At high temperatures these higher order moments 

become negligible because the nuclei are in" states of high quantum 

.numbers and the energy distribution approaches a continuum. 

At,low temperatures these higher order terms become important. 

In particular, at T = 0, the nuclei are moving with quantum mechanical 

zero-point motion. Because it is the minimum energy state for the. 

lattice, a gamma ray can neither be emitted with energies larger than 
EK nor. be absorbed with energies less than E . HoweveV, since the o o v 

first two moments for the gamma-ray energy distribution are the same 

for bound or unbound nuclei, the probability for emission and 

iderably 

different for bound nuclei than for unbound nuclei. It is this 

absorption of gamma rays with energy equal to E must be con; 

probability difference which is the basis of the Mossbauer effect. 

The probability that an atom will remain in the same state\ upon 

emission or absorption of a gamma ray of wave number K is given byS 

P = \<n\e^K'x\tf>\2 . E3.2.1 

and is referred to as the Mossbauer fraction. When calculating this 
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quantity the conventional approach is to use the harmonic 
i, 

approximation for the forces binding the atoms in the lattice. 

However, the harmonic approximation implicitly assumes infinite 

lifetimes for the phonon states by ignoring phonon - phonon 

interactions. In real solids these interactions and crystal 

imperfections reduce the phonon lifetimes to values much smaller than 

the typical lifetimes of the nuclear excited states. This can be 

taken into account explicitly by thermally averaging the matrix 

elements in E2.2.1 before squaring them to obtain the Mossbauer 

fraction [R3.2.2J. The result for the harmonic crystal is given by: 

/ = exp -k2<xz>J - t E3.2.2 

where <xz>_, indicates the thermal average of the displacement of the 
n J. 

Mossbauer nuclei in the direction of gamma emission from the 

equilibrium positions in the crystal lattice. For one phonon 

freguency distribution, we find: egu 

o 1 •> <E*?T ft 
x T 3 T 3 1 ^ mu 

1 _ , 1 
e-x${fm/kJT)-T 2 

TT 
E3.2.3 

Here k„ is Boltzman's constant and 2" is the temperature. S is the 
H n 
p fb 

energy of n eigenstate* One may now use a continuous phonon 

frequency distribution, g(u) normalized for N atoms by: 
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00 

r 
3N = g(us) doi E3.2.4 

to obtain: 

f(T) = exp 3Nm ^2* ^ T ^ w ) do> ' 

= exp^-
hk2 

3Nm exp{fm/kBTyi 2 
gM au * E3'.2.5 

For the Einstein solid only one frequency of oscillation, u> is 
•fir 

assumed, so that 

* 
gM = 3N &(i»-uE) E3.2.6 

where e„ - ha/k^, is the Einstein temperature. This yields: 
a D 

f(T) = exp- -2? 
kBQE 

exp(QE/T)-l 
+ 1 

/ 

= exp(-i?/fiû ) for T«QE E3.2.7 
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For the Debye model 

27* 

gM = 

< SBsi 0<a>«on 

(i)>0) 
'Z> 

E3.2.8 

Therefore we obtain: 

f(T) = exp 

vr 

3R 
2kB6D 

1 + V ^ T ^ 

« exP[-6i? X ( 2 ' , . e 0 ) / ^ ] E3-2.9 

where 

A/k, y=o 

xC^ep = • 

•T/QD, TiBD/2 

E3.2.10 

Although the Debye model represents only a crude approximation to 

the distribution in the phonon frequency in real solids, it is in 

reasonable agreement with the temperature dependence of the Mossbauer 

fraction for most cubic systems where the phonon frequency 

distribution does not consist of widely separated bands [R3.2.3]. The 

reason for this is that theIMossbauer fraction is essentially a bulk 

property of the solid due to the fact that the nuclear gamma rays are 
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emitted during times much longer than typical phonon lifetimes. More 

details concerning the applicability of the Debye model to real solids 

in determining the temperature dependence of the Mossbauer fraction 

are given by Disatnik [R3.2.4]. 

In summary, the probability for nuclear resonance absorption is 

* ' l 

increased by chdtosing nuclei with low recoil energies; i.e. with 

small transition energies, and placing them in lattices where they are 

strongly bound giving high Debye temperatures, and finally by cooling 

the host matrix to low temperatures. For some of the ME nuclides used 

in this work measurements at T = 4.2 K were necessary in order to 

obtain sufficient resonant absorption to resolve the individual 

absorption lines. 

S3-3 Thermal shifts. 

It has already been indicated that in spite of the .first order 

Doppler shift, there exists a significant fraction of unshifted gamma 

rays for source nuclei bound within a crystal lattice. Because of the 

fact that the Doppler broadened gamma rays have a much wider energy 

'distribution and a much lower maximum resonant cross section, these 

gamma rays do not contribute to the conventional Mossbauer resonant 

absorption spectra. 

However there also exists a second order Doppler shift in all 

gamma ray energies. This may be derived by considering the gamma ray 

to be a clock whose period is dilated because of the fact that its 

source is moving with respect to the stationary absorber nuclei. This 
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shift referred to as the thermal shift, is given by 

_ ., <V2>T 
E3.3.1 

Because of the velocity distribution of the emitting nuclei bound 

in a solid, one might expect the Mossbauer gamma rays to be Doppler 

broadened due to this shift. However, again due "to the fact that 

during the emission of a gamma ray the emitting nucleus is effectively 

in a statistical average of photon states, all Mossbauer gamma rays 

are shifted the same amount and no broadening occurs. Thus Mossbauer 

gamma rays have the natural line width given by EJ2.1.2. 

In view of fact that 

<v2>T = <P2>T/m2 = <e>r/m E3.3-2 

- the explicit temperature dependence of the thermal shift for a Debye 

solid is given by 

Oy^) = 
\ 

Q 

k°°° • <̂ > V T 

•D/T 

ex-l 
dx 

9RkB% 
E 

1 + it (L.)k 
E3.3-3 

for T *v 0. Because this shift is dependent upon the equilibrium and 
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Debye temperatures of the host it iŝ jfresent in.all,, cases" where the 

source and absorber nuclei are in different types of matrices and/or 

they are at different temperatures. Because the Debye temperatures' 

tend to be of the order of room temperature for good Mossbauer 
* 

matrices (see E3.2.10 and E3.2.11^ the thermal shifts which are fourth 
> 1 « 

order temperature -effects tend to be .small and can 'generally be 

neglected when compared to shifts due to hyperfine interactions. 
- O » 

S3«4 Lineahapes of Mossbauer absorption curves* 

a 0 

There are two basic methods of observing gamma ray response. 

Both methods involve the use of two matrices; one containing source 

nuclei, the other absorber nuclei. ' One of these matrices is usually a, 

standard matrix in which the excited and ground level of the Mossbauer 

nuclei remain wholly degenerate. Thus a single x-ray energy is 

emitted -or absorbed. The other matrix is the one of interest. In the 

"first method the emitted' gamma rays, x-raysT or conversion electrons 
•J' 

following resonant absorption of the absorber nuclei by the Mossbauer 

gamma rays from the source nuclei are detected as a function of the 

source gamma ray energy. This is referred to "as the scattering 

geometry. In the second, the attenuation of a beam of Mossbauer gamma 

rays emitted from the source nuclei due to resonant absorption by the 

absorbing"nuclei is detected as a function of source gamma ray energy. 

This is referred to as the transmission geometry. Since only the 

latter method was used In this work the former will not be discussed 

further. 
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Usually a relative velocity between source and absorber matrices 

is externally introduced to vary the relative gamma ray energies. The 

resulting shift in the gamma ray energy is obtained to first order in 

vio from the relativ.istic Doppler frequency shift expression and is 

given by: 

En = E - ' - E3.4.1 
3 Y e 

where v is the relative velocity between source and absorber (taken as 

positive when they are approaching each other), o. is the velocity of 

light in vacuo and £7 is the gamma ray energy for v - 0. 

It is customary in the literature to refer to shifts and 

splittings of nuclear energy levels in terms of this velocity. Hence 
\ 

both the absorber and sources matrices and their temperatures must, be 

specified, as well as the Mossbauer nuclide if they are to' be compared 

to the results of other experiments." 

A transmision Mossbauer spectrum may thus be represented by 

N(v) = NM[l-n(v)] E3.4.2 

c 

where N(v) and N(m) are the gamma ray intensities near and far from 

resonance respectively and n(y) is- the fractional resonant absorption? 

** velocity V. 
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A ' 

For- cases where the density of Mossbauer nuclei within the source 

matrix is sufficiently small so that resonant.absorption of source 
t 

gamma rays by source nuclei (self absorption) is negligible, and the 

nuclear levels are unsplit and indentical for all Mossbauer nuclei, 

n(i?0) is given by: 

r\{ED) = fif ll-ex-p[-oeff(E)]\ I[E-(ES+ED)] dE E3-4-3 

where P is the fraction of radiation detected due to the decay of 

source -Mossbauer states and fa is the Mossbauer fraction of the 

source. Eg is the excitation energy of the source nuclei, E^ ±s the 
/ 

externally introduced Doppler shift in the emission spectrum, given by 

E3-4-1 and I(#-(E7+2?,.)) is the Lorentzian energy distribution given by 

E3«'1.1. agj>f(E) is the effective cross section for the absorber 

matrix. For cases where the Mossbauer atoms in the absorber matrix 

all occupy identical sites, and the nuclei states are unsplit, 

°eff( ? ) is given by 

. o^JE) - on,f. ^ ^ E3.4.4 
eff cAA (r/2)2 + ( )2 

where f, and n . are respectively the Mossbauer fraction of , the 

absorber and linear density of Mossbauer nuclei in the absorber 

matrix, o is the maximum resonant cross section given by E3-1.3, and 
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%A is the excitation energy of the Mossbauer state in the absorber 

nuclei. . N 

-The coefficient of the Lorentzian function in E3.5.4 is Usually 

referred to as the effective absorber thickness, 2^, which, in this 

case,1 is 

^s^ 

TA * aonAfA E3.4-5 

E3«4i3»has ilot been solved in closed form, however, the value of 

the maximum absorption has been obtained by Mossbauer and Weidemann 

[R3.4.1] and is' given by: • - "* 

n(Es-EA) = g/s [l-exp{TA/2)lJ,TA/2)] E3.4.6 

where IQM is the zeroeth order hyperbolic Bessel function of x.^The 

total absorption area has been found by Bykov and Hien [R3.4.2] to bte 

A = n(ED)dED *tWsLvK(TA) E3-4.7 

Here KM' is defined by: 
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*(x) E xe"X /2[l0(x/2) + I"i(x/2)1 ' E3-4.8 

where I\(x) is a first order hyperbolic Bessel function. Because for 

small T, E3.5-3 reduces to a Lorentzian function, 

it is standard procedure to replace E3-4.3 with a Lorentzian 

function in which the fû Ll width at half maximum (FWHM) has been' 

"thickness broadened". The effective FWHM is expressed as 

r1 = c*r " E3.4.9 

and the area under a Lorentzian of half width I * is related to the 

height of the peak by 

AL = 

[ i0(r'/2)
2 

(l"/2)2+ (E-E ) a < * g g » V / 2 ' E3.4.10 

Using E3.4.2 to E3.4.10, one obtains the proportionality constant in 
1 

E3-4-9 to be given by 

a = l:exP{-^/2)I0(2y2)
 E3*4'11 

In the limit as TA becomes small, a approaches 2. Thus the minimum 
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observable Mossbauer absorption linewidth is twice the width of the 

excited state of the nucleus. This linewidth characterizes the 

resolution capability of the gamma ray associated with a particular 

Mossbauer nuclide when used in a transmission resonant absorption 

experiment. The" Mossbauer widths are listed in T3-6.1 for the 

nuclides used in this work. Numerical calculations by Bykov and Hien 

[R3.4.2] indicate that the Lorentzian function deviates from E3-4.3 by' 

less than 3 % for 2^ < 10. 

Although this calculation assumes identical and unsplit nuclear • 

states in the Mossbauer nuclei in each matrix, these results are still 

valid if the absorption lines are well resolved, that is, separated by 

at least three half widths [R3.4.2]. /In this.case is multiplied byv 

the relative probability for resonant absorption occurring between the 

i \ 
two particular levels. Accurate analyses of unresolved spectra may 

i 

require .the direct application* of E3.4.3* instead of a "sum of 

Lorentzians". 

Another assumption in the derivation of E3.4*1^ is that the 

source and absorber have equal widths. • This may'not be the cAse in 

general because small differences in the local environment from \site 

to site of Mossbauer nuclei may * result in distributions in the 

strength of the hyperfine interactions. The result is a broadened 

emission spectrum and a broadened effective cross section. The effect 

of different widths upon the validity of* the use of a Lorentzian 

« « , £»nouo» *. been L ^ « * .•*«» ta.4.,]. Urt, 

that the broadened emission spectra and broadened effective cross 

file:///site
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section remain Lorentzian, then the resulting. Mossbauer spectrum 

' should remain Lorentzian, for T. < 4, with a deviation of less than 2% 

of the actual value given by E3.4.3. 

It would appear that the use of Lorentzians to. , fit Mossbaue'r 

spectra" is justified, at least for well resolved absorption lines. In 

view of the computational time" required to fit E3.4.3 directly to the 

experimental spectra, it is - worthwhile to attempt to fit poorly 

• resolved spectra with the simplte "sum" of Lorentzians" as well.. In 

particular, since the ,major" doncern in this w'ork is the determination 

of hyperfine fields and hence line positions only it would seem that a 

sum of Lorentzian approach is reasonable. 

„ S3.5 Hyperfine Interactions. 

The high resolution of gamma ray resonance ' techniques allows 

small* changes in the nuclear states due to the presence of magnetic 

and electric fields to be readily detected. There are three important 

interactions-between the nucleus and its environment: 

(a) the electrostatic interaction between the nuclear charge and the 

non-zero electronic charge at the nucleus, which leads to the so 

called isomer shift of the resonant absorption line, 
a 

("b) the interaction "between the electric quadrupole moment of' t&e 

nucleus and electric field gradient at the nucleus, which l^ads 

to the "quadrupole splitting", of the resonantvabsocption line, 

\ 
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(c) the interaction between the magnetic dipole moment of nucleus 

and non-zero magnetic field at the nucleus, which leads to the 

"hyperfine splitting" of the resonant absorption line. 

•a 

These three interactions are discussed briefly below. * 

\ " ^ ' -

S3-5-1 The isomer shift. 

Because the nuclear charge is distributed-over a finite volume, 

the interac'tion between this charge distribution and the electronic 

charge density in the same volume is 'a function of the nuclear 

eigenstates. The resulting energy perturbation is dependent upon both 

the electronic charge density at the nucleus and the particular state 

of the nucleus. Since two nuclear states ->are involved during gamma 

emission or absorption, the gamma ray energy shift is proportional to 

only the difference in the nuclear volumes sof the two states. 

Furthermore, since gammma ray resonance reveals only, the "difference 

between the energies of the resonantly emitted gamma0 rays and those of 

r « - ' 
the resonantly absorbed gamma rays, onljr the difference between the 

electron densities at source nuclei, and at the absorber nuclei is 

measured. Assuming spherically symmetric nuclear and ionic charge 

distributions, the general form of this energy shift is given by: 
/ 

* -. ( • ' ' ; " 
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•' - 6jd = |rZe
2[<if2>-<i?"2>j[{^(:o)!2-iY8(0}|2] - E3.5.1 

i 

where a small correction due to relativistic effects has been omitted. 

Here Z is the nuclear charge on the Mossbauer nucleus, <R'2? and <i?"2> 

are the expectation values of the square of the nuclear radii when the 

nucleus is in the excited and ground states respectively, and W (0)| 
r (X 

and |fg(0)| are the electron densities (assumed constant) within the 

nuclear volume for absorber and source nuclei, respectively. 

Neglecting relativistic effects only electrons with zero angular 

orbital momentum (s electrons) have a finite probability of being at 

the nucleus. 

However, indirect contributions may result because the s electron 

density at the nucleus is sensitive to the electrons of non-zero 

orbital angular momentum (p, d, and f electrons). Furthermore, in 

metallic matrices, the isomer shift is sensitive to the local 

conduction electron density, both directly for conduction electrons of 

s character and indirectly for conduction electrons of p, d, and f 

character. *Thus isomer shift measurements at the same Mossbauer 

nuclide £n the same site in a series of Heusler alloys reveal 

information about the relative conduction densities in these alloys. 
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S3-5«2 The electric quadrupole splitting*. 

Nuclei with non-spherical nuclear charge distributions (spins not 

equal 0 or '1/2) may have.some of the orbital degeneracy of the nuclear 

energy- levels lifted in the nresence of electric fields. The, typical 

non-spherical distortions of the nuclear charge density are such that 

only the interaction between the quadrupole moment (eQ) of an electric 

multipole expansion of the nuclea,r charge distribution and the 

gradient of the electric field (EFG) is important. Because nuclear 

charge distributions are the same for orbital s states differing only 

in the sign of the nuclear magnetic quantum number (m^), these states 

remain degenerate. The Hamiltonian for the interaction is given by: 

En- Crl
e® -> I 7. .[31.1.-6..1(1+1)] E3-5.2 

"3 

where I.,I. are components (i,j *x,y,z) of the nuclear spin J. 6.-
i' 3 3 

is the Kronecker delta and -7. . * -327/3.3. is the EFG tensor. 

Choosing the coordinate system so that the 7.. is diagonalized 
/ tJ 

and 

/ ' ' !rJ*IU-*>J E3.5.3 
xx1 yy zz 
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Here e<7=7 » and n= (J„-V, ,)/̂ „„ is the asyjametry parameter. I. 

and I are the shift operators for the nuclear states. Because only 

the spherically symmetric s electrons possess a finite probability of 

occuring at the nucleus, Laplace's equation applieŝ 'and O^nsL 

There two main contributions to the EFG at nuclei in lattices of 

less than cubic symmetry. Firstly, the surrounding ions (usually 

taken as point charges) may give rise to a non-zero EFG at the atomic 

site. This contibutes to a EFG at the nuclear site' directly and also 

indirectly by distorting -the otherwnjr spherically symmetric wave 

functions of the electrons around the nucleus. This effect is 

referred to as Sternheimer antishielding because the effective EFG is 

enhanced by the distortion. The total EFG- so produced is referred to 

as the ligand contribution. Secondly, the nuclear spins may orient 

the local valence electrons. This results in a direct contribution to 

the EFG at the nucleus and in addition'an indirect contribution due to 

the distortion of the spherically symmetric filled electron shells. 

Since this distortion tends to oppose the direct contribution, it is 

referred to as Sternheimer shielding. The total EFG. produced this way 

is referred to as the valance contribution. For nuclei in a cubic 

environment the ligand contribution vanishes. In metallic hosts the 

valence electrons enter the conduction "band causing the valence 

contribution to vanish when the crystal structure is of high symmetry. 
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S3.5«3 Magnetic dipolft. splitting. 

A magnetic field at a nucleus of non-zero spin removes all of the* 

spin degeneracy of the nuclear state splitting it into 21+1 sublevels. 

The Hamiltonian operator for this interaction is given by . 

= -g]i^A(x) E3.5-5 

where #j(^) is the effective magnetic field strength at X nuclides 
A 

located on A sites; p- is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment; I is*the 

nuclear spin operator; g is the Lande g factor for the nucleus; and 

UN - 5.050951 10"
2"7 J/T is the nuclear magneton. The resulting 21+1 • 

energy, perturbations are: / 

E m ,i=~9V^AWmI E3.5.6 

where W_ » (-1,-1 +1,...J-1,J) is the nuclear magnetic quantum number. 

In addition to being a measure of the hyperfine interaction 

strength, E3-5.6 also,'provides ,the basis for an operational definition 

of the hyperfine magnetic field. 

In order to define RAJC), both its magnitude and its orientation 

must be constant for times greater than the characteristic time 

associated with experimental technique of measurement. For ME this 

time is the mean life, time of the Mossbauer state, t. 
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S3.6 Relative intensities of resonant absorption lines. 

The relative intensity of resonant absoption lines for a variety 

of physical situations have been discussed by Misra [R3.6.1], Kundig 

[R3.6.2], Wong [R3-6.3], Dehn et al [R3.6.4], and Frauenfelder et al 

* [R3-6.5J. What follows is an outline of the theory involved in the 

calculation of these relative intensities. " - -

Because in the resonant emission or absorption process, the total 
1 

angular momentum of the system is conserved, the quantum mechanical 

theory of angular momentum plays a dominant role in the discussion. 

Several texts have been written on this subject: for example, Brink 

and Satchler [R3-6.6], Edmonds [R3.6.7], and Rose [R3.6.8]. 

Unfortunately the notation and conventions used by these authors vary 

considerably although cross references are found in the appendices of 

the first reference. These various notations" coupled with the rather 

complex expressions involved in the theory provides for some 

difficulty in using expressions from different authors to arrive at 

the desired result. Rather than go through the detailed mathematical 

expressions, a-physical*explanation of the derivation is presented in 

the following paragraphs. 

According to first order perturbation theory, the ^transition 

probabilities are proportional to the matrix elements of the 
1 

perturbing Hamiltonian between the initial and'final nuclear states. 

This perturbation is due to the electromagnetic field in the region of 

the emitting or absorbing nucleus. These matrix elements may be 

written as 
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1 

B r m , j V = <a,J,m'|^|aV'ra,> " B3.6.1 

Here j,-n are respectively the quantum numbers for the total angular 

momentum and one component of the angular momentum of the relevent 

nuclear states. The single primes denote the excited states and the 

double primes the ground statue. Other quantum numbers which are 

collectively symbolized as are irrelevent to this discussion since 

only the angular momentum quantum numbers determine relative 

intensities of absorption lines. 

To first order in the vector potential of the gamma radiation 

field, the appropriate perturbation Hamiltonian is 

J?l = 2>1f E3.6.2 

->-
where J is just the nucleon current density. 

i 

The use of only this first order term is reasonable because the 

second order term which is the diamagnetic term is usually several 

orders of magnetude less than the Zeeman term for the magnetic fields 

encountered here (Park- [R3.6.9]). 

The vector potential may be regarded as a plane wave with 

polarization denoted by the unit vector p. Thus 

.•* ->• 

Ei = I'pe™'* f E3.6.3 
J 

where k is the wave vector and v the displacement vector from the 

« 
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nucleus located at . the origin. For electromagnetic radiation, the 
o 

polarization vector is perpendicular to the direction of propagation, 

i.e. p'K = 0. To take advantage of the conservation of angular ' 

momentum, this plane wave can be expanded as a series of spherical 

harmonics which are the angular momentum eigenfunctions.- The 

coefficents of each term in the multipole expansion are spherical. 

Bessel" functions of kv and order *-, the angular momentum quantum 

number for each term. Since, for nuclear dimensions, r^ 10""* and for 

transition energies of about 20 keV, kv <v IO--5 nm for any of these c 

terms (£=1,2,3 ... ). Under these circumstances the spherical Bessel 

functions are. of the order of (kr)Z ^ 10"^." Thus each term is about 

a factor of 1000 times smaller than the preceding term in the series. 

Hence only the - first term in the expansion which gives rise to a 

non-vanishing matrix element of the form of E2.5.1 is sufficient to 

obtain the transition probability. 

The total angular momentum' of the photon during the emission 

(or absorption) process is composed of two components, the orbital 

angular momentum due to the spatial dependence of the plane wave 

/function with respect to the emitting (or absorbing) nucleus and the 

intrinsic spin angular momentum due to the polarization state of the 

photon. Since 5-1 for photons, these numbers are related by 

L = %,l±l E3-6.4 

By convention I>*1 represents magnetic 7r pole A M£ radiation while 
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L=&±1 represents electric 2 pole or EL radiation. The lower limit 

placed upon in the multipole expansion which contribute? to the 

emitted or absorbed photon is set by E2.5-4 together with the 

conservation of ^ngular momentum and of parity. The former restricts 

the valutes of L to 

.|j'-i"| < L < g ' + j n E3.6.5 

i' 

and the latter requires the change in the parity of the nuclear states 

during the transition to equal that of the photon which is given by 

T, = (-1)*"1"1 E3.6.6 

These matrix elements for the emission process can be written in 

the form of a vector in two dimensional polarization space with k 

parallel to t [R3.6.1]: 

|em'm"> = e* „|e > + e" „|e > - • E3-6.7 
• mm ' + m m - -N 

where |e > and |e > are the spherical basis vectors corresponding to 

right and left circularly polarized radiation respectively. Here the 

dependence of, the coefficients &,„« and e~,n on tile 3*™' and jnm" * m m m m 

values for the two lowest terms in the multiple expansion are given by 

[13.6.1]: 

1 
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+ Vl,XV'«,,-*+l.»U,'«,>«{JL(Pe)] ' . E3.6.8 

efflV, - expMo,) [<jV'«f|j
Mm'>«*;Uf(Be) ̂  

*• - J ?i+l lA
e^> , ,» J l + 1' f fl^ ,' n , > 4!S^ 0^ E3.6.9 

Similarly for the absorption process the matrix elements can be 

written 

lam'Br"> = -W'lV + Vm"' 8-" E3.6.10 

where 

a*,m„ = exp(taa) •WV
,A-Jlf|ifm'>«*li^(Ba) 

mvn 

-^+l,/"i^',,,l+:L'm.,,.'-A/I'7',m,>6-lii/(ea)3 B3'6-11 

and 
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«;,„.. = exp(i«a) [<3'"l"m\-M\hm<>^_M(fLq) 

Eitl,Ze~i^<3'H+m"'-^''m'>6l+-M('&a)^ E3.6.12 

In the above equations a , £ , and y are the Euler angles which 

give the axis of quantization in the source (s=e) or absorber (a«a). 

The functions $y y ($) are the g-dependent part of the matrix 

elements of the rotation operator 5(a,3,y) between states jmi'and 3m2 

[R3.6.10]. 

^mjIfltojS.yJlj^ = exp(im1a) Sp (6) exp(tm2Y) E3.6.13 
1̂ 2 

The quantities <3~lml32m2\3m> are the Olepsch-Gordan coefficients which 

are the expansion coefficients which give the state \3'l3z3^> in the 

2J+1 dimensional space in terms of the \3iml3zmZ> state functions in 

the (2Ji+1)(2J2+1) dimensional space. Tables of values for the 

functions <S (P) and the Clepsch-Gordan coefficients can be found* in 

the books mentioned earlier or in R3-6.11. 

The value of E e ±3 the ratio^of the so called reduced 

matrix element for the £+1 multipole term to that of the multiple 

t,erm. These reduced matrix elements depend only on the total angular 

momenta of the two nuclear states and of the photon together with 

other variables which describe the nuclear states but do not depend on 

the values m', m" and the direction in which the photon is travelling. 
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The square of this quantity is referred to as the mixing ratio for the 

two 'multipole terms. 

All physical information regarding each process is contained in 

the density matrix for that process which is defined as follows: 

'pm'»m" = \xm'm"><xm<m"\ = 
\x |2 XX* 

X*k \x I2 , x ~ eta E3.6.14 

The re la t ive probability for the absorption-of a phcton by t ransi t ion 

t=m' +• m" which was emitted by means of t ransi t ion i s e-m' -+ m" a a a s 

obtained from the trace of the density matrix: 

? • \ 

If the Mossbauer source' is a single line unpolarized source » then 

the emission density matrix is proportional to the,.unit matrix and the 

relative absorption lines are determined entirely by the absorption . 

density matrix. "This was generally the case for the hyperfine field 
10/7 lOR 

measurements in the work. However, the. 'Au and ^Te work . involved, 

hyperfine field measurements in the source matrix. In these cases a 

single line unpolarized -absorber was used so that 'the absorption " 

density matrix was proportional to unity and the desired relative 

intensities are given by trace of the emission' density .matrix. 
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The transition probabilities, given by E2.5.15 are for oriented 

nuclei and are functions of g which gives the angle between the 

quantization axis of the nuclei and the direction of propagation of 

the gamma rays. To obtain the relative intensities for the case where 

randomly oriented polycrystalline absorbers or sources are used, this 

function must be averaged over a unit sphere using: 

</(e)> = \ 
0 

fM sin(p) d$ E3.6.16 

All Mossbauer nuclides used in this work possessed excited and 

ground states of the same parity and \3* - 3 " \ " 1. Hence, the 
i Q"3 197 -

radiation was mainly of the M1 type. For ^ I r and ^ Au there was a 
a * 

significant E2 component which has the same parity as M1 radiation. 
* 

The intensity ratios ̂ sed in this work for polycrystalline absorbers 

(or sources) are given in the next section. 

S3«7 Characteristic's of Mossbauer isotopes used in this work. 

The pertinent characteristics of the Mossbauer'nuclides used injr 

this work are given in T3.7.1. The relative positions and the 

relative intensities of the individual absorption lines of the, 

magnetically split Mossbauer patterns for the five isotopes used in 

this work are given in T3-7.2 and T3.7.3- These values are given for 
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T3.7.1 Nuclear properties of Mossbauer Nuclides. 

"57 Mossbauer Nuclide ^ Fe 

Parent Nuclide 

Ey (ke.V) 

T (eV x 10"2) 

T l / 2 ( n s ) 

i? (mm/s) * 

3"\f* 

Radiat ion type 

' ^ 2 , M 1 ^ 

< 0 ( b ) 

'Ct 

»" (-V ' . 
p'(V 
fl" (b) 

Q' (*) • 

An (%) \ 

. * 57Co 

14.412 

0.195 ' 

99.3 

0.23 

1/2",3/2" 

i Ml • 

-

• 2\57 

8.17 

+0.0904206 

-.0.15491 

•*0' 

0.2 

2.17 • 

1 1 ^Sn 

11.9Snm 

28.875 

0 .258 , 

18.3"* 

0.625 

1/2 + ,3 /2 + 

M1 

-

1.40 

5.12 ° . 

-1.04621 

+0.682 . 

0 

-0 .08 

8.58 

12V 

1 2 5 S b 

' 35.48 

0.541 

1.535 

5.02 

1/2 + ,3 /2 + 

M1 

-

^0.28 

• 12.7 

-0.8872 

+0.60 " 

' 0 

- 0 . 2 

6.99 ' 
1 

i 

, 19'V 
73.0' 

1.48 

6.2 

.0.60 

3 / 2 + , l / 2 + 

M1+E2 

. 0.31 

'• 0.03 

' 6 

+0.1589' 

+0.470 • 

+1.5 

0 

61.5 

1*V 
1 9 ?F t 

77.34 

7.63 

J . 8 9 2 

-1.87 

3 / 2 + , l / 2 + 

M1+E2 

0.11 

" 0.041 ' 

4 .0 

+0.14486 

+0.4165 

+0.56 

0 

100 

For a definaftion of the above 3ymbol3 see the List of Symbols'. 

\ ( ' 
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\ • 

1*5.7.2, Magnetic Hyperfine Splitting Pattern for 57Pe, 119Sn, 125Te..l 

Transition 

i ii 

+3/2 +1/2 

+1/2 +1/2 

-1/2 +1/2° 

-Af*/n"-/p' 

8 

-1 

0" 

\ 1 . 

Relative 
Intensity 

. 3 

2 

1& 
* i 

Relative Position 

57Fe . . 119Sn 

+0.5000 

+0,2514 

' +0.0686 

-0.5000 

-0.3625 

T 0 . 2 3 7 0 

' 125Te 

-0.5000 

-0.3650 

-0.2299 

T3.7-3 .-Magnetic Hyperfine Splitting"Pattern for 195Ir and 197Au 

Transition 

m + m 

+1/2 +3/2 

+1/2 +1/2 

+1/2 -1/2 

+1/2 -3-/2 

-trm -~w -
* • 

-1 . 

0 

+r 

+2 

Relative 

1.000 

' • 0.766 

* 0.486 ' 

. ' °* 2 3 5 

Intensi ty 

197Au 

1.000 

0.670" 

,0 .391 

'' 0.097 

Relative Position , 

' '»Ir ' 1 9 V 

->0.'5000 
0 

-0.6702 
1 

v-0.8405 

-43.6767 

„ -0^5000 ': 

-0s6778 

-0.8556 ".. 

ii .0333 
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i 

.only one half of the possible transitions because a magnetic hyperfine 

splitting pattern exhibits mirror symmetry about the unsplit level in 

the absence of an electric quadrupole interaction. This symmetry in 

both the ground and excited states of Mossbauer nuclei produces .a 

' Mossbauer spectrum which has mirror symmetry about the position 

centroid of the. individual absorption lines. The values for the otĥ er 

half of the transitions are obtained by changing the signs of all 

explicitly signed entries in the ̂ twaJbattles. 

The relative ppsit^Lons are given in units of the separation 

between the positions of ths two moat intense absorption lines. The 

signs are appropriate to the \case where Mossbauer radiation from 

unsplit source nuclei is resonantly absorbed Akymagneticly split 

t,ramdomly oriented absorber nuclei. All signs should be changed for 

the case where radiation from magnaticly split source nuclei is' 

absorbed by unsplit nuclei. However, because of the- mirror symmetry, 

pthe resulting Mossbauer spectrum for this latter case is identical to 

( - e ^ ^ m 

that of the former case. "H 

The integral intensities given in T3.7.2 reBijlt- from the fact 

that the E2 component of the Mossoauer radiation of these nuclides is 

negligible. Hence, they are numerically equal to th& square of the 
ft _ 

appropriate Clepsch-Gordan 'coefficients. In T3.7.3, however, where 

• this is^not the case, the intensities are given relative to- the most 

intense lines. 

file:///case
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"CHAPTER 4 - 54 

IHSTRUMENTATIOir ABD EXPERIIffiHTAIi PHOCEDUBJBS" 

S4.1 Introduction. 

This chapter deals with the apparatus "and procedures involved in 

the preparation of Mossbauer sources, fabrication of Heusler alloys, 

and the accumulation and computer analysis of Mossbauer speptra.' 

,S4.2 Mossbauer source preparation. 

The Mossbauer sources used during this work were, for the most 

part, fabricated by the commercial firm of New England Nuclear. These 

include Co, Sn , 7Sb Mossbauer sources which were used 

respectively in Fe, Sn, and Te measurements. However, the sources 

used to obtain the Au and Ir hyperfine field measurements were 

prepared a+. the Slowpoke reactor facility located in the Life Sciences 

Centre at Dalhousie University. 
1 * 11 19 

Because of°the relatively low maximum neutron flux (10 - 10 

neutronfe /s) of thi3 reactor, only relatively weak Mossbauer sources 

could be produced. This can be seen by observing the following 

equation which gives the activity of the product nuclide as a function 

of irradiation time \ 

•fo 'V ' * * * /ffl* **'• [«**<-****> " «*K>+'r*X] , B4.2.1 

Here Vt is the initial number of target nuclei present in the sample 
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and + is the neutron flux in units of s~1cm . The neutron absorption 

cross, sectrons for the target and product nuclide are given by (f*. and 

9f respectively and the natural decay constant for the product 

11 -2-1 
nuclides is given by % For a thermal neutron flux of 10 cm s , 

, and typical values of c\ and o V ( 10" 4 cm" ) and of 

>.= 0.693/it/a.vv106 s"1, where tj/t is the half life of the excited 

state of product nucleus of interest, the decay of the' product and 

target nuclides due/ to absorption of neutrons can be neglected and 

this coefficient fchen turns out to be *» 1 mCi of activity per 100 mg 

of target nuclei of interest. In order to achieve the maximum 

specific activity for the sources, the relative fraction * of target 

nuclide in a given isotope was increased by using highly enriched 

isotopes >97# for irradiation. 

The preparation of the 1°^0s Mossbauer source was rather 

straight-forward since the Heusler alloy Ir^QjHj^ Q^SBQ 8g to be 

analysed was the absorber matrix in this measurement. However in the 

measurement^ of the Au hyperfine field in the alloy PtMnSn, it was 

necessary to use the Heusler alloy as the Mossbauer source matrix in 

1Q7 197 
order to ensure that the daughter of the 3,Pt -* "Au reaction would 

be at the Pt sites of the alloy. 

Because of the relatively high cross section for the neutron 

capture by Mn atoms, the resulting large background radiation would 

prevent the resolution of the Mossbauer 'gamma rays resulting in very 

weak absorption lines in the Mossbauer spectra. Hence the 9 Pt in 

the form of a thin foil was fiiA irradiated and then used to 
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fabricate the PtMnSn alloy. 

More details about the irradiation procedures and which Mossbauer 
i. 

v. 

isotopes can be made using the Slowpoke facility are given by Judah 

[R4.2.1]. .o 

S4.3 Fabrication of Heusler Alloys. 

Heusler alloys can be prepared by either sintering or melting the -

constituents in an inert atmosphere. The former method consists of 

compressing stoichiometric mixtures of finely ground powders of the 

constituents of the alloy into pellets and heating at temperatures 

below their melting points for a prolonged period of time. The chief 

advantage of this technique is that the evaporation of the more 

volatile components of the alloy is kept to a minimum. However, o 

because the technique relies upon diffusion processes* for a • 

homogeneous ordered alloy to be formed, heating times are considerably , 

longer than if the melting process is employed. The melting technique 

is the more common method employed in the fabrication of "Heusler 

. alloys. Loss of the more volatile constituents is kept' to a minimum 

by one of two methods; ' 

t * 

(a) Two of the more violatile components are first melted together, 

followed by .the melting of this preliminary alloy with the third * 
* 0 " 

component; 

(b) Rapid heating followed by short melt times.. This technique was 

' Employed to make the, Heusler alloys used In this work. 
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Several types of furnaces are used for melting the constituents 

but the two most common are the Argon arc furnace and the rf induction 

furnace. Both of these furnaces allow faster heating rates than 

conventional electrically heated ovens. However, the rf induction 

furnace offers the following advantages over the arc furnacei 

*. 
(a) The eddy currents induced by the-rf radiation continually stir 

the molten mixture providing for more homogeneous samples in one 

melting. The samples heated in the Argon arc furnace must be 

repeatedly melted with the ingot being turned over between 

meltings to provide the same level of homogeneity. Hence, 

shorter melt times are required using the rf induction furnace. 

(b) By controlling the'rf current in the coils, the temperature of 

the sample is more accurately controlled in the rf furnace, 

since the heat is generated in the sample directly. The thermal 

conduction between one of the electrodes and the sample in the 

arc furnace causes temperature inhomgenetics in the sample when 

the furnace is used and hence, temperature control is more 

difficult." 

Fbr these reasons, rf induction heating results in a smaller 

fraction of the more volatile constitutes being lost due to 

evaporation. The rf induction furnace was used to prepare the alloys 

used in this work. The constituents were sealed in quartz tubes 

containing one atmosphere of argon (at the melting temperature) and 
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heated until melting occurred. After about a minute?the rf current 
* 

'•as turned off and the sample was allowed to cool. 

Frequently, cooling directly from the melt does not result in 

fully ordered Heusler alloys.. This* disorder may be minimized or 

completely eliminated by annealing these alloys at temperature nearf 

but below, the melting points for a day or two. • This annealing also 

removes any stress caused by grinding the solid samples into powders, 

for use in Mossbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. 

The rate at which the samples are cooled from the annealing 

temperature also affects the" amount of disorder. 'Usually rapid 

cooling by quenching the alloys'" into ice water or silicon oil produces 

the best ordered alloys, although this depends on the part-icular alloy 

being prepared. Exceptions are some of the C1. alloys, e.g/ PtMnSn 

[R4.3.l]> which seem to be better ordered when slowly cooled. 

With t̂ esfe considerations in mind, the fabrication of the Heusler 

alloys involved the following procedures: . 

(a) Stoichiometric amounts of the constituents of the alfby were 

placed in an alumina crucible which is placed inside a quartz 

tube. The quartz tube is evacuated and backfilled with an inert 

gas (usually argon) to a pressure sufficient to nroduce one 

atmosphere at the melting point. For samples which were too 

small to allow the formation of induced currents of sufficient 

magnitude ,for heating, the crucible rested, on a cylinder of 

graphite which, when heated by rf induction, melted the samples 

by thermal conduction. 
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(b) The samples were quickly heated and heldlin the molten state for 

a minute or two and were then allowed to Jcbol or were quenched 

into Dow Corning 705 silicon oil. 

(c) Portions of the sample were ground by hand in acetone into 

\ powder ( 325 mesh size) using a pestle andimortar. 

t (d) The powder was annealed in a quartz ampoule . under* an argon 

atmosphere using an electrically heated oven. The oven 

- consisted of a vertical .open-ended cylinder \ which allowed the • 

sample to be quenched by dropping it intd a container of ice^*-

water located beneath the oven. Annealing times and 

temperatures for each sample are given in the later chapters. • 

-' - ' . ' * * 

,(e) X^pay diffraction results were obtained for samples cioth. p,rior 
" . • - ' ' '* i 

to and after the samples were annealed far comparison purposes. 
. ' 7. « * • - ' • % . ' 

A.Philips_ Debye-Scherrer powder camera br a Philips powder 

d-iffractometer were used for this purposed 

In some, cases several samples had "to be prepared before a suitable 
* • 

alloy ips obtained* , - > • > . 
• ' ' V *«»' - •" •» " 
, ' •* t 

The fabrication of the 'COgYZ alloys which were doped with: 
•57 57 " ". \ 

enriched Fe-' or CO was a somewhat more complicated procedure. 
These samples were made using those, undoped samples which yielded 

. * ' 

satisfactory x-ray" diffraction patterns. Jo .a solid portion of the 

unannealed sample iras added about (0.5 to 1..0̂  Vf* ;of- enriched •"Fe, 

powder. . -The sample was ramelted and the he.at treatment as indicated 

\ 

* 
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, . . . ' ^ 

above was performed.' Onto another portion of'the undoped sample was 

57 * -

deposited about 0.1 mCi of Co activity dissolved in dilute HC1. 

This was done by despositing'the solution drop by drop onto the solid 

piece of alloy which"was supported by three thin needles. The solvent 

in each drop was evaporated using heat from a 150 watt» incandescent 
57 ' 

light bulb. The Co was integrated into the alloy by melting it in 

the rf furnace. The subsequent heat treatment, if necessary, was as 

described above. ' i 

S4.4 Preparation of absorber and sources for Moasbauer Spectroscopy. 

According to Margulis et al [R4.4.1] and Bykov and Hien [R4.4.2] 

the .shape of the Mossbauer absorption lines will not be Lorentzian if 

the thickness of the source and' absorber is too great. This ia due to 

resonant self-absorption within thick sources and saturation of the 

resonant gamma rays in thick absorbers. The> effect is to broaden the 

absorption lines in the Mossbauer spectrum, thereby decreasing the 

resolution of,the individual lines. " • 

. ' Resonant self absorption was not a problem in any bf the sources 

used in this work because't$e number of Moasbauer nuclei ita the source 

matrix1 was negligible. , . 

To prevent'*- saturation.. broadening in .the absorbers .the 

prescription used previously-[R4>4.3] due to Bykov and Hien'[R4.4.2] * 

" » ; • • ' • * * . * . 

was ultilized. For the Co5YZ alloys' absorber thickness of the order 

of 30 mg/cm give thickness- bfbad̂ enAngs of the order of 1036 -of the 

ideal Mossbauer linewi<dth. However for the " A u and 7yIr work where 
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relatively weak, short-lived sources were available, larger degrees .of 

broadening of the order of 80# were allowed in order to gain 

sufficiently well defined absorption lines in the Mossbauer spectra. 

57 The ^ Co doped Co„YZ sources were prepared by depositng 'the 

powdered material on wet low-temperature, varnish (supplied by Oxford 

Instruments) on the flat surface of disk shaped aluminum source 

holders. The material was then covered with a few more drops of 

varnish and allowed to dry. 

The. absorbers" were prepared using one of two methods; 

(a) The absorber powder was compressed into the form of a disk 

between the thin walls of a specially designed perspex 

container. ~ \ 

«• •—- - r - ? - - - . ' - - -
layers of 3M Scotch tape. Sufficient layers of this tape were 

then sandwiched together to- provide an absorber of the 

appropriate thickness. 

These absorber holders were subsequently clamped firmly to the Cu 

absorber mounting brackets of one of the several Mossbauer 

spectrometers used to accumulate the absorber spectra. 

The source matrices used for these absorber experiments were 

either . commercially manufactured (̂  Co/Rh, Sntt/V) or were prepared <• 

in the Slowpoke reactor (1930s/1920s,1f7Pt/196Pt). The commercial 

sources were securely attached to Al source holders with epoxy while 
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the 19*03 source was clamped to the source holder using a thin nylon 

disk. , ' • " 

For" the source experiments, the. absorbers consisted of 

non-magnetic metallic- foils' r'Fe/310 stainless steel foil, 

" Au/Au foil) or a non-magnetic powder O'-'Te/ZnTe). The sources 

used in these experiments were in powdered form which was secured to 

an Al source holder with low-temperature varnish manufactured , by 

Oxford Instruments.• 

S4.5 Mossbauer Spectrometer. 

The purpose of a Mossbauer spectrometer is $o introduce, in a 

carefully controlled manner, a Doppler shift in the Mosabauer gamma 

ray energy and to record the intensity of the gamma rays transmitted 

through (or resonantly scattered from) the absorber (orVtarget) as a 
/ * 

function of the relative velocity. To first order, the 'energy shift 

in the Mossbauer gamma ray, is given by B3^.1.. There are several 

types of Mossbauer spectrometers in use, depending upon how the 

relative velocity is introduced. The system used in this- work was of 

the constant acceleration type, ie. the relative velocity was a 

linear function of time. 

Mossbauer spectra can be obtained by either detecting the 

attentuation of the gamma, rays due to resonant absorption or by 

• • ^ rv • /« 
detecting the radiation emitted upon, the de-excitation , of the 

resonantly excited nuclei." The former, which is referred tq as 

transmission Mossbauer spectrometry, was the method used ,J.n< this work.'' 
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The Mossbauer spectrometer, co'nsisted of three basic subsystems: 

the drive system, the, nuclear detection" equipment, and the data 

accumulation and storage system. 

-»Two drive systems were used in this work, each consisting of two' 

components: 

(A) a linear motor consisting of a drive coil to convert the drive 

* •signal to mechanical motion and a pick up coil which created an 

electric signal proportional to the instaneous velocity of the 

motor armature, 
\ • . 

" • . v 

(B,) a function generator whichuBed the pick up signal to correct 

, . . • ' . , • \ 

„ -.the drive signal by means of a feed back loop. 

One unit was manufactured by Austin "Science Associates and , the other 

by Frank Woodhams while at, the University of Aberdeen, Scotland. The 

,l*tter-system is described in detail, elsewhere [B4.4.3] and the theory 

behind its operation may be found in Clark et al J[R4.5.t]. The Austin. 

syatem is described by Judah [R4.2.l]. » •• 
» . ' . •* 

" ** ' -7 -
The^purpoae of the nuclear detection subsystem -was to be able to 

detect and resolve the Mossbauer gamma raya against background 
> 4 ... . . . * # « „ « 

radiation,, it consiwfilR of the^ fqltbwing components:--a 'gamma ray-

• The maik. feature of the •detectors was' tha"t they were capable of 

'"teBorvihg gamma» rays *of-different energies.' Because-the detection, 

efficiency and energy resoluti^, of nuclear detectors* can be" optinif ed 
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for restricted gamma energy ranges, several" detectors were used to 

detect the gamma rays of the' different Mossbauer isotopes used in this 

work. For ' the higher energy Mossbauer gamma • rayB 

• .(E(197Au) -77.34 keV, E(193lr) - 73.0 keV) a Nal ' (Tl) crystal 

optically coupled to a photomultipler tube (RCA8575) was used as the 

detector. For the lover energy M Mossbauer gamma' 'rays 

H (E(57Fe) • 14.4 keV, aE(
119Sn) -'23.875 keV, E(125Te) - 35.48 keV) gas 

filled proportional counters manufactured by Reuter-Stokes Inc. 
vst it* ' 

. (Model RG-61) were used. For -"'Fe work, the detector gas was "a 

mixture of 97* Krypton 3% COg, while for work involving the other 

isotopes Xenon gas was used instead of' Krypton. ' . . > . 

The advantage of using Krypton gas , instead of Xenon gas for 

* detecting the * , Fe Mossbauer radiation is that |the K absorption edge . 

for Krypton is at 14.3 keV just, below the energy of the *7Fe gamma ray 

which results in preferential absorption- of Mossbauer gamma frays to u 

background, radiation slightly lower in energy. Hence Krypton gas' 

provides for better resolution of the Mossbauer.gamma rays then does 

Xenon gas. ' • / 
< 

The Xenon gas filled proportional counter is capable of 

" adequately 'resolving the y 'Sb gamma ray (E -37.15keV) from the Sb K 

X-rays centered at 26.4 keV. However, such is not the case with the 
119 12*5 ' ' 119 ; .'• < 

-' • "en and •'Te1 isotopes. For the 7Sn Mossbauer measurements, the % 
• tin K X-ray were preferentially filtered out," by a tbi#P/-foi l whose K 
1 ' ' " '. . <t ' 7 ' » 

absorption edge (24.35 vJcey),'was below,the K.X--ray energies (25.04, 
' * ' » * * • * , ' . ' " ' • - ' " ' ' • 

25.2? keV)',but above the 1'9Sn Mossbauer gamma ray energy (23.88 keV). 
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This method could not be used to improve the resolution oi the 'Te, 

gamma ray because its gamma ray energy (35.48 keV) exceeds the K* 

(27.4 keV) and Kp (31.8 keV) tellurium X-rays..' This problem was 

overcome by detecting the 6.0 keV escape peak which is due to the 

escape from the counter of the Xenon K X-rays emitted following the 

", photoelectric absorption of the gamma rays by"the Xenon gas. ' Further 

improvement in the resolution of this escape peak was obtained by 

using a filter .consisting of Cu foil"sandwiched between two layers of 

- household Al foil. The Cu with a-'K absorption edge of 8.0 keV 

preferentially attenuated radiation immediately above this energy but 

did not appreciably a>ttenunate the gamma- rays, i The purposê 'of the Al 

foil with K absorption'-edge of 1.5 keV* was to attenuate the 8.0- keV K 

X-rays emitted from the Cu foil. ' ° t 

The preamplifier, variable-gain amplifier, 'and single , channel 

analyser served to create pulses whdse amplitude were proportional to 

energy of the radiation absorbed by the detector and to discrimate' 

out pulses corresponding to energies other than those near the* 

Mossbauer gamma ray energies. Details of their operation have been 
" "• . *• 

described elsewhere [R4.4.3]. 

The data accumulation and storage system consisted of either a 

Northern Tracor NS 600- or a Northern^ Tracor NS 900 multichannel 

analyser "and has been discussed previously [R4.4.3J. ' * 
• * * A 

* ' * " •• ' • ' 

^ The velocity calibration of >the. analyser was performed, by 

accumulating a room temperature spectrum using a "source of p'Fe/Cu o-r 57 Fe/Rh and'an absorber consisting of foils o f Fe°-1foil and 310 
* i , "• (> 
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stainless-steel. The known difference (in'velocity units) between the 

six absorption lines for Fe foil and the known Isomer shifts between 

Gu and Fe and between Rh and Fe provided informstion about the 

.'" ' ' * 
linearity of the drive wave- form and served , to assign -absolute 

velocity units to each channel. , Where possiblsffcsalibration spectra 

* * ' ' ' ft 

were performed both before and after each experiment to detect any 

changes in the system that might have occurred during data 

accumulation. '* » 

t 

S4.6 Cryogenic equipment for Mossbauer apectrocopy. 

For those measurements that were carried out at liquid/ nitrogen 

o and liquid helium temperatures, thr.ee different cryostats were used.' 

\ , » • » 

The first consisted of 1.25 inch diameter cylindrical- Cu sold, 

finger which extended vertically .into'liquid nitrogen contained in a, 

commercial liquid nitrogen dewar. The absorber was mounted above the 
I \ ' .-
, nitrogen and ,styrofoam insnLation maintained the absorber, between 93 

» ' . v •' * 
to 97 K over a twenty four hour periods-The source was held at room 

temperature. This cryostat is.pictured in F4.6.1. The picture on the 

* ' 7 ' f 
left shows the cryostat with* the transducer pulled back to reveal., they 

' \ 7 ' / 

lead shielding' and .collimator around, the Mossbauer source while tne 

picture on 'the right shows „*he -cylindrical proportional, counter . and • 

top p£ the Cu absorber holder con/bainecr" in +,he styrofoam insulation. 

Also the aluminum d i s k ^ o which'the source is mounted, .is' shown in , 

the. background'on the fend of the- drive'rod7 . • \, " ', "' 

http://thr.ee


JF4.5.1 .StyTofoa»-in»ulatad liquid nitrogen cryoatat, aaaaablad for operation (left) and 
_ diaaaaakblad for source and absorber aountinf (right). -J 
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J* 

F4.6.2 -The ' .vacuum-insulated cryostat used fo.r< .sign 
measurements at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 
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The second cryostat was designed by C. C M. Campbell [R4.6.1] 

and consisted of ' an absorber holder mounted on the end of a Cu cold 

finger. This was suspended from the bottom of a liquid nitrogen 

container and the entire assembly was- enclosed in a vaccuum jacket. 

Alum£nized mylar windows on the tail piece " of the vacuum" jacket 

allowed for the transmission of gamma rays through the absorber. The 

thermal insulation provided by the vacuum jacket war sufficient for , 
7 , ' . * j 

the liquid nitrogen* to last about 8 hours or so before it required 

topping up. This was done with an automatic filling system built for 

this purpose. The cryostat was used for the measurements of the sign 

of the hyperfine fields because its slender tail section allowed a 

narrow gap between the pole pieces of the magnet and thus maximized ' 

the externally applied magnetic field. In F4.6.2 is depicted this,, 

cryostat positioned between the pole pieces of the magnet used for a 

sign measurements. , 

The third cryostat used was a commercial .unit made by. Oxford 

Instruments. Tjiis, cryostat could be used with either liquid helium or 

liquid nitrogeny^ The MosBbauer source was maintained at the 
- v 

temperature of the cryogenic fluid while the Mossbauer absorber could 
' • "l 

be maintained anywhere from this temperature " to room temperature. 

\ However, for this work the absorber was held at room temperature, , 

liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures only. A diagram of 

this cryostat, showing its functional components, appears in F4".6.3.' 

The Mossbauer source was cooled b,y means o T a phosphor bronze spring 

,which provided a thermal link with the bottonf of the liquid He vessel.- * 
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The absorber was mounted on a Cu heat "exchanger below the source. The 

temperature of the heat exchanger was controlled by a needle value 

which regulated the flow^of, the cryogenic fluid from the liquid helium 

vessel and by a electrical , resistance heater whoseo current was 

regulated by a feed back system. The photographs in'F4.6.4 show the 

cryostat assembled for operation (on the left) and with the nuclear 

radiation shield, the outer vacuum can, and the thermal shield lowered 

to reveal the heat exchanger and the source holder on the end of the 

drive»rod (on the right). 

»• " 

The temperature of the heat exchanger relative to the bottom of 

the liquid • helium vessel was 'monitored by a Au-0.03JfFe v.s. 

consTantantthermocouple and the absolute temperature of the absorber 

was monitored using a calibrated carbon resistor. A superconducting 

liquid helium level detector monitored the amount of helium in the" 

cryostat. 

The use of this cryostat at • liquid nitrogen- temperatures was 

straight forward. For use with liquid helium the cryostat and fixed 

•"7 
transfer tube were precooled «with liquid nitrogen. Although the 

system was designed to hold 15 centimeters of liquid heliqm usually 

' ' ' 

about 35 centimeters"of liquid helium was transferred to the liquid \ 

helium' vessel to increase the fraction of time^a*ring which data could 

be accumulated. Under these conditions the cryostat could maintain 

the source and .absorber at liquid helium temperatures for up to 18 

hours. 
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Needle valve 

Liquid nitrogen 
fill/vent ~ 

Liquid helium 
vessel. ~ 

Absorber holder 
4 heat exchanger 

Mylar windows 

-. Transducer housing 

•Insert exhaust 

Helium exhaust 

Drive transmission 
"shaft. 

.Liquid nitrogen 
vessel. 

hermal link 

Source mounting' 

F4.6.3 Diagram of the Oxford Instruments liquid helium 
cryostat. 
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F4.6.4 Photograghs of the liquid helium cryostat showing it 
assembled for operation (left) and disassembled for 
source and absorber mounting (right). • „ 
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S4.7 Gomliiter analysis of Mossbauer spectra. 
» 

Spectra were read out of the "multichannel analyser by means of 

"teletype onto punched' paper tape. This paper tape was subsequently 

• read into the Dalhousie University CDC 6400 computer via a teletype 

I \ ' 
terminal. In Spectra in which the absorption lines were relatively 

*3 191-] -

_ broad- and poorly defined due to insufficient statistics (eg. fe,? 
197 193 \ 1 '- ' 

Au, Ir) the. spectra were treated in one of two ways or both: 

'1 i 

(a) Consecutive pairs 'of channels were summed so as to increase the • Y " 
intensity/ of the absorption-lines relative to the statistical 

V 

background. . * 

(b) The double JJo^sbauer. spectra were folded about the mirror point 
» j 

by summing the channels which were mirror images of each other. 

The mirror image points were obtained either by fitting the 

/ 
unfolded spectra or by fitting the Fe foil calibration spectra. 

The unfitted spectra were plotted using "the l;Lne printer at the 

computer centre. These were used to estimate the initial estimates 

for the fitting parameters. The fitting program was then used to fit 

the spectra. The operation of this program has been previously 

discussed* in [R4.4-3]. Using the data from the fitted calibration 

. I 
spectra, the hyperfine field values'and'isomer shifts were obtained 

for the spectra. • • ° 
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Each spectrum could be fitted with any combination '"•of single' 

absorption " lines (singlets), *two ' identical absorption lines 

(doublets),* and magnetic hyperfine field .absorption patterns 
f- 7 • 

(multiplets). Each singlet Kad as independent fitting-parameters, |he -

position, the area and the width" of the absorption .line. 'Each doublet . 

possessed four independent parameters: the position of the centroid of 

** ' - * 

the doublet, the separation between the two lines, and the area and 

the width of each line. n The multiplets consisting of six absorption 

lines (^-Fe,, "Sn, -'Te)1 possessed^ up to "seven fitting parameters. 

These allowed , -for" the determination of the isomer shift (centroid Of 

multiple*), the hyperfine field, (separation of tw'o of the -lines), the 

quadrupole s#litting%the difference between "the^ centroid of the .outer. 

' two&lines and that of the inner four), the width and intensity of one 

line- and variable intensity ratios (3:x:y:y:x:3). The multiplets for 

the other isotqpes ( 'Au-'9^Ir) were similar except the quadrupole 

splitting "parameter was fixed at zei;o, and intensity ratios were not 

variable. Thtis, is reasonable in, view of the fact that the Heusler 

alloy's have cubic structures and should not give rise to electric 

field gradients. Also, since the Heusler alloys . used in these 

measurements were.' in tne form „of polycrystalline powders, the 

intensity ratios »were< known a priori., ^Details, of -the relative 

intensities and relative positions of the five Mossbauer isotopes" used 

in this work are given in,S3.'7. 
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i • o "7 * 

In addition, a provision was incorporate^ into the. program .to „ 

constrain any number of fitting parameters to its" initial value. o This 
. ' \ - c? • 

was useful Vhen the correlation between two fitting parameters was %por 

high to allow the > fitting routine to converge on a unique pair of 
^ - V 

values. By fixing One of them (usually the one of little interest) *a 
" v 

unique value could be obtained for the other (the one of most •t 

, '" ' 

interest).' - ? 
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\ 

S5,. 1 f"lntroduction. 

' In this chapter, the theoretical attempts to account for the 

observed hyperfine fields measured at nuclei located in crystalline 

solids are presented". In S5.2 the mechanisms by which elect.rons-\ "in 

the vicinity of a nucleus give rise to magnetic fields at the nuclear 

site are discussed. The polarization of t"he conduction, electrons . in 

metals . is discussed in S5.3! * In the next three sections current 

J' . 
theoretical models of t̂he contribution of polarized conduction 

r H " 

electrons to the hyperfine fields at non-magnetic atoms are discussed^ 

In the final section, the present status of the theory of hyperfine 

fields at magnetio atoms is' "briefly discussed. 

S5.2 Origins of Hyperfine Magnetic Fields at Nuclear Sites. • > 

The magnetic dipOle part of the interaction between the magnetic 
* ' , > i « 

"* „ = . , • • r 

moment of a "nucleus jix and an electron can be written as |K5.2'.1,' 

R5.2.2]: ' 

A „ U J 
E5.2.1 

where Ij and S are. the" orbital angular 'momentum and spin of the 

electron, ^ the Bohr magneton and ir the position vector of the 

•electron with respect to'the nucleus. 
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By comparing this equatiorf to the' interaction of ̂  with a" local 

/ 

magnetic 'fielU,<iH 
° -, i te -

0 * 

V 

^ ' ' AE » -^j'H . E5.2.2 

we obtain the effective hyperfine field" due to^one electron 

. ' • , - / 

/ / * 
9 o 

. * • • . V 
* . / * -

. Summing over all electrons in the- vicinity of the nucleus we obtain 
/ • * / • 

» w 

H • -lrt<L><l/r>> + ijn<?/v?-^(?^)/r5> - K>JH§($*-S>$ E5.2.4 
. . . v , 

where I* and S are the total.angular momentum and'spin of the electrons-

of the parent atom of the nucleus, and.Sj and 3^ are the densities of 

the" spin up and spin down electrons at the nucleus. " "" " -"' 

The first term, which is due to the orbital moment of the atom,' 

is always positive. It is frequently'negligible because©/ angular 

momentum quenching at atomic sites located in an environment with 

nqn-cubic. symmetry. t Even for cubic environments "'a Jahn-Teller 

distortion may cause a complete quenching of the angular momentum. 

•The only , reported evidTence of significant contributions from 

unquenched orbital 'moments in these alloys is for Co sites in. COpYZ, 

(YjrfMn) [R5.2.3]. At these sites the hyperfine fields are exacted to 

) 
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be negative. ( However, small positive fields of about 1 ir" 2 T have, 

been 'observed. 

Tjie second term is the contributiojrdue to the dipole field of 

"the" total spin S on the atom. In a, cubic metal,, in the absence of 

spin-orbit coupling, this- contribution vanishes [R.5.2.1, R5.2.4]. 

'Thus, in Heusler alloys the contribution to the hyperfine field at the 
• ° v 

, nucleus due to the spin of the parent atom can be neglected.* 
'&i • " - ^ ,*- , 

It is the third term" which is' thought tq- be predominately 

responsible for" the hyperfine fields measured at nuclear sites in 

. . * ' 
Heusler alloys. This is referred to as the Fermi contact interaction 

, r • *' ' '' 
and it is the 'interaction between the nuclear moment and the spin 

' polarization of the electrons contained within •the nuclear volume. 

* Since only s electrons have non-vanishing' probability of being located 

within the , nuclear volume, only s electron spin ^polarization 

. ' .. " J \ 
'contributes directly to the hyperfine field. 

While electrons with non-zero angular momentum do not contribute 
•? ° • "V 

directly to the Fermi contact interaction, unpaired d (or f eleeNnpens) 

in transition (or .rare earth) metals can, via an sd Coulomb' exchange 

interaction, cause the s electron wave functions to become spin 

dependent. The spin up (down) * wave functions are pushed toward 

(pulled away >from) the nucleus increasing (decreasing) the spin up 
# 

(down) electron density at the nucleus. This so called core 

polarization of s electrons gives" rise *to ,a negative field at 

transition metal muclei relative to tb̂ e magnetic field due to the 

atomic moment. This field is typically of the order of 20 to 70 T. 

.- ' . • I . 
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In metals a further contribution jto the contact term may arise 

from polarized s-like conduction electrons. In this""situation either . 

a. positive or negative contribution to the hyperfine field at the 

nucleus is -obtained depending. on the local polarisation of the 

-k, •• •- 4*» y t \ 

conduction electrons. If the conduction" electron polarization* (CEP) 

is due to magnetic moments on neighbouring atoms, this contribution is 

usually referred"to as a tranferred hyperfine field. In this manner, 
s ° * ' • / ' 

'hyper-fine fields^ may exist at the nuclear , sites of atoms not 

possessing local atomic moments. » 
/ * ' 

Thus, the measurement' of transferred hyperfine fields at 

noji-magnetic atomic sites gives information about the CEP in metaLs, 

and provides Crucial tests for the various theories " which attribute 

,magnetic ordering in metal's to CEP. ' This is, in part, relevant to the 

Heusler alloys X2MnZ, and XMnZ (XVCo) where the Mn moments are second 

nearest neighbours and are thought to be too widely separated for the 

^direct interaction due to the overlapping .3d orbitals of neighbouring 

Mn atoms to be strong enough to cause ferromagnetic alignment. For 

, -this reason, various theories involving „the exchange' interaction 
v 

4 

between the localized d electron' of Mn atoms and s-like conduction 

' electrons,were developed. *| 

4 
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S5«3 Polaarization of the Conduction Electron Band. ' ' 

These theories rely On the effects of the screening of the ionic 

positive charge of. impurity ion by conduction" electrons to preserve 

typically screened in the order of -atomic distances, long range 

sinusoidal oscillations' In the conduction electron density relative to 

that of a pure metal are produced. The asymtotic expression for these 

oscillations for distances large compared to atomic dimensions is, 

J, given brlH5.3.1]: • „ 

s& 

" where 

.. **n(v)-* JJTT co«(mPt*T) -. E5.3.1 

«$iwf . Jj,(H)'UHi)si«l*[ll(M3 * ' E5.3.2 

and 
4-

» *« 

, o<cos< -S(-Ol(2l + 0*««[n.(««p)]c»«[>i.(kF)]. ' V .. 1,5.3.3 

Here k_ is the free electron Fermi wave vector for the conduction 
v . 1. 

electrons, 'f is. the total phase shift of the scattered electrons, and 

l\j(kp,) are the phase shift of the partial waves of angular momentum J(. 

*" The interaction' strength is proportional to *. -, 
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* • • « " . ° « 

' V » 
If the impurity -atom' possesses a magnetic moment, then the ° 

' i * 

unequal sp±n°up and spin down localized d"electron densities give rise , 
i o ° ' ° * 7- ^ r 

to .different phase shifts Tor the spin up and spin down conduction., 

electrons'. This' results in a shift in .the spin up oscillations- , 

V ' 'a 

relative to the-spin down oscillations and, gives rise to a net CEP *° 
/ ' ' ' , ", ' " , l-

t which is the difference betwee,n two expressions of the form of E4,»3.1. This spin polarization-Is also sinsusoidal^and has an amplitude which-

is proportional to .the inverse cube of the radial distance from the 

magnetic ion in the asymtotic limit of large distances. 

The two ^earliest models of CEP to be used for predicting 

hyperfine field valuef in . Heusler alloys were based on the - work "Of 

Ruderman and Kittel [R5.3..2], *Kasuya [R5.3.3], and^Yoeida [R5.-3.4,] 
d * • * "** * 

' ** A ° 

(RKKY)'" Snd df \Caroli and Blandin [R5-3.5] (CB). "They differ in"the*, 

- manner in'which the magnetic moment is "formed-on the'Mn impurity "ion. « 

.In 'the former, the 3d electrons are considered' to occupy bound states 

on the Mn ion and the spin polarization is due to a Coulomb exchange" 

. interaction^ between these localized 3d elecfcronst and the conduction 

electrons. In the case of the^CB theo|tt, the Mn moment is due to the 
t . -*. 

^ : • • 3d electrons .occupying virtual bound states or -equivalently^to-d-wave 

• ̂ ', resonance scattering of conduction" electrons. In the asymtotic limit 
j 

1° f> * o 

. * " at large r,° "Both theories predict that- the -1CEP is k sinusoidal 

function of kpr .with* " radial amplitude with 1/r dependence. Tb.e 

1 hyperfine fields' are assumed to be primarily due to the Fermi contact 

interaction between these" -polarized conduction .electrons and the 
*' ' *v •' <> *. .'•!• 

nuclear magnetic moment. The,resulting asymtotic expressions for the 
/* » -

- ' - » . V • - . 3 ^ 

file:///Caroli
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't" 
*• •"electron polarization induced by one Mn atpm at a distance r "from the 

Mn atom are.given by: 

B5.3.4 

for the RKKY theory and 

' i»(r) . J ± £ *i*UJ C0,(ak^;^ ' . E5.3.5 

for the CB theory. ' * 

» In these expressions, V and N-are the total volume and number of 

.lattice sites in the sample, 2n - nj+n«r is the total number of 

J- conduction electrons, J(0) is the value of the s-d exchange integral 

1 assumed to be constant, t̂  and r̂  are, respectively, the phase shifts 

'fdr-fthê  scattering of spin up and spin down electrons at Mn ions and r 

is the radial, distance between the Mn moment and the point at which 

the polarization is determined. 

/ In- both theories, the sign of the CEP depends on the argument of 

the cosine* function and the sign of J(0) or the magnitude of n . In 

.Heusler alloys not containing Co, -the local "moments on the Mn ions all 

tend " to be very close to 4 jC. The value of n and J(o) which is , 

determined primarily by -the magnitude of this moment are not expected 

to change from one 'Heusler alloy to another by a large amount. 
» " ' . V 

Furthermore, the lattice parameter, which is again relatively constant 
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. v- •; • •• 

from one. alloy to another ( 6.0&), Only indirectly affects these 

values through the'dependence of kp on a. Hence, the sign of t +.he-. 
i 

^ field depends primarily on kpr. This quantity is independent of the 

^lattice* ^araitfeter for a given nearest yjaighbour distance in 

isostructural alloys. Thus, these theories essentially prefdict that 

the„ sign of the hyperfine field measured at a, particular "site in a 

Heusler alloy does not change «from one alloy to' the, next* 'In 

-particular, if several impurity sp elements are substituted for the Z 

*atom in the same Heusler host matrix, the hyperfine fields measured at 

these sites would, according to' these theories, all have the same 

value. However, experimental evidence shows that the hyperfine field 

measured at different impurities. in transition ferromagnetic hosts 

depends predominately on the impurity atom (See Rao [R5.3.6-] for a 

summary of the hyperfine fields measured in transition metals). 

Similar trends were alsoXshown to< .exist when the sp impurities Sn and" 

Sb were substituted in Heusler alloys (Campbell and Leiper, [R5-3.7]? 

and Swartzendruber and" Evans [R5.3..8J). The fields at the Z-sites^ in 
" * - ' $ " 

Heusler alloys were found to' change from negative., to positive as a 

function of the "valance"*, of the impurityvfpr^the, 5sp series, this 

sign change occuring near Sn. J , • , - , 

./ 

V 
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t 
S5.4 The Daniel-Friedel Model. . J ' 

Clearly, if-these models of CEP are correct, then -the localized 
\ ' ' • • ' ' * 

electrons on the impurity atom must 3trongly perturb the CEP at the 

atomic site. The Daniel-Friedel (DF) model (Daniel arid Ffiedel 

[R5.4.1 J) is a model which examines the screening of the excess- ionic 

charge on a non-magnetic impurity\by means of a polarized, conduction 

'band. The model was proposed to-account for the trends of hyperfine 

fields measured at' non-magnetic, sp impurities in concentrated 

ferromagnetic transition metals such as Fe. Here the hyperfine field 
7 _ 

is negative for the Ag impurity and approaches - zero as the atomic 

number of the. 5sp impurity Increases becdming positive for Sb and 

reaching a maximum positive value for the I . impurity,, then finally 

decreasing toward,zero again'for 'the Xe impurity. 

According1'to the "model, the presence' of,, ferromagnetic order 

creates two distinct polarization states for the conduction electrons, , 

one with electron spins .parallel to the^'"Spin on the" magnetic ions 

denoted by t and the other* with the spins anti-parallel and denoted by 

i. An sd Coulomb exchange interaction between localized 3d spins on 

Fe atoms and the conduction band manifests itself' as a uniform 

positive spin polarization'of the conduction ' band. The conduction 

band is^ viewed as ^ two free electron sub-bands of opposite, 

polarizations with energi.es given by: • ' o 

http://energi.es
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• • - » ^ . 

• - y ' *' • ;'. . ." -
where the + and - signa refei.tp the spin t and ' spin ^ aub-bands.-

i • * - . . . ' ' * . r 
Hence, the splitting between the' sub-bands is 2€. The spin 

V 

polarization permit volume Is .given by: ^ v ^ 
I A 

*• - <• t-n » 

«^{*«* ,•''.'. - •"* E5.4.2 

«i 

* 

• When a non-magnetic" impurity" is substituted for one of the, \ 

magnetic ions, it is • represented by a spherically sjsmmetric square ** / 

wellf-wTiose depth is determined- by the amount of ionic 'charge, &Z", « 
V - / .' , .„ v •- - * 

which must be screened relative to that of the host iona. ..-Because" 

there is no magnetic moment on the, ion the s-d exchange interaction is 

suppressed within the atomic shell of the impurity. -This is,taken-

into account by making the well depth spin dependent so that the, well* * 

is the same depth below the Fermi energy for both polarization states. 

The depth may he.represented by: m 

V(J) » V(**)?c * ^ * * . E5.4.3 

where"' V(&z) is the well depth in the absence of a polarized conduction 

band. The radius, rQ, of the well is taken to be' the* Wigner-Seitz 

radius of the impurity in its elemental matrix. The potential well 
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^-ts* therefore, less attractive for the more numerous spin t electrons 
• " J& •» a, 

" than for the spin | electrons. 

Two limiting cases illustrate the physical processes involved 'in 

this mojkel: _ ^ . »• f 

" 
(a) "When the valence of the impurity is the same as the magnetic 

ions, then Y -+0 and the difference in the depth of the two • 
* - • * • • 

potential wells 2£ becomes dominant. Thus, the majority - spin 

carriers are preferentially repelled giving rise to a -local CEP 
« v . " u - > * * 

opposite to that of the background CEP in the matrix. . *• * ' '• ' J > 
(•b) On the other hand, as AZ becomes larger, the scattering well 

« depth becomes increasingly less dependent upon the electron spin 
* » 

and, if the conduction electron density remains small enough, t 

the local CEP becomes parallel to the background CEP. 

r, • Thus, it is possible for the sign of the hyperfine field to 
7 « 

become valence dependent. The. local CEP is given as a sum of two 
'« . * 

••contributions, one due to the positive background CEP and 'a negative 
* , * * ' -s 

CEP- due to bound s electrons resulting from, charge screening. Each of 

these terms is of the form:' 

/ h ( o ) = - 2 ^ ^ i ^ E5.4.4 
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M'> - ^I^OrtV^/Rit,^ " B5.4.5 

and 

^(O-il^^.cu^i)^ ' E5.4.6 

Here, u(r)'is normalized to a sphere of radius a, the binding energy 

2 2 " - ' 2* 2 
is h- A /2m, and the well depth, V, in the absence of CEP is h k /2m. 

"""" 2 2 2 
These - quantities are "further ' related by: k' = k + k , 

2 2 2 " "" 
A + u = k and Aa = -ua/tan{ya) .^Using this model, Daniel and 

Friedelwere able to account for the observed trends in the 5sp 

0 * 
impurity hyperfine fields in axi Fe host.' ' 

One important criticism of the DF model is that a positive \ CEP 

was assumed in order to account for these trends. This is contrary to 

I 
the fact that a negative CEP is necessary in order to explain the 

observed resistivity minima when' transition metal impurities are 

substituted into ferromagnetic hosts. Campbell [R5-4.2] has shown, 

however, that the assumption of a positive CEP is not necessary in 

this model in order to predict ' the observed trends in hyperfine 

fields. He suggests that a negative CEP due to virtual d-resonance 

states on the Fe atoms can lead, using the DF model, to better 

predictions if smaller contributions to the conduction ban&'from Fe 

atoms are assumed. 
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S5..5 The Blandin-Campbell Model. ' % •-» 

To account for the observed strong .dependence of hyperfine fields 

on the local properties of.,the probe atom, Blandin and Campbell 

[R5\5»I] considered an electron gas into which was placed *wo'impurity, 

atoms, one with and the other without a localized magnetic moment. A 

s-d exchange interaction between the magnetic atom and the electrons, 

induces a spin polarization in the electrons of the RKKY type. Since 

the spin polarization is only required to be known at a specific' ̂ poiht 

(ie. at the nucleus of the non-magnetic atom), the effective 

potential 'which produces this spin polarization is ̂  represented by a 

potential which" is spherically symmetric about the impurity atom and 

has a radial* dependence given by a delta function located at R^, the 

separation distance between the atoms. The total potential at*the 

non-magnetic ion is thus given by: * /" 
* < o 

"Y(0 ». V, .- £»«'(*•-O •' -E5.5.1 

where V-(r) is the spherical symmetric square well potential of- radiu3 

,RQ and depths 17 describing the unshielded excess< positive "charge at 

the non-magnetic impurity atom. The spin dependent part of the total 

potential is contained in the second term where & - +1 (-1) denotes 

t (i) spin states and 26 is a measure of the energy separation between 

the two spin states in the absence off the ionic potential. 
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For situations where <S fa small, the total spin density atT the 

nucleus of the non-magnetic ion will be given exactly by:- 0' 

, Sn^ (o) * ^jfjf(((o)I
1S+h(2a, + 2(l)kJk , ' B5-5.2 

where 1(0) is the wave function for the s component of the scattered 

waves with wave vector k. In lei 

expression for Sne (0) is given by: 

waves with wave vector k. In leading powers of Rfl , the asymtotic 

i 10 , .Jfej^<S^|T k/*)l
t f c B 6 C t f crf^" ' E5.5.3 

In this expression, valid for R0 large compared to r0, J is the value 

of the s-d exchange integral, stt is the atomic volume of the magnetic 

ion", <Sg> is the average value of the spin on the magnetic atom and 

is the phase shift^in the s-component of the scattered wave. , , 

The hyperfine field at non-magnetic Ion is asj^med to be due to' 

tha Fermi contact "interaction, only and is calculated by summing the 

contributions of the CEP from the nearby magnetic ions. The hyperfine 

field is then given by:' 

iet:Lc 

1 
H.t* '" !*fl»£*'HUit») v E5.5.4 

i > 

Using the^fact- that the Knight shift for the same non-magnetic 

impurity in a non-magnetic, but otherwise similar, host is given by: 



I / '} 

T 
I 

v 90' 

K n \*Hl{Htl*)\%fc)\ E5.5.5 

the hyperfine field 'may be written as 

»<ff * , E5.5.6 

v . 0 " 0, this expression 'is- identical 

that of the RJCKY th"eory> 
'' " . ' w 

V In practice, this' expression is applied by assuming the 

conduction band is adequately'described by'the free electron theory, 

in which case: • f ' s • 

I 
h * d f i r • (^t>ov,A E5.5.7 

Here n is the number of conduction electrons per unit volume, N the 
* c 

number of'atoms'per unit cell of the structure of the host (12 for C1, 

and 16 for L2,. structures), a is the lattice parameter, and n0 is the 

average number of electrons donated to the conduction band per atom. 

The s-phase shift i is determined by requiring the excess ionic 

charge on the non-magnetic ion*to be completely screened within the 

atomic volume in which case the Friedel Sum rule [R5-5.2]' is 

satisfiedf^\ 
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zt«t lf"*+iJ*< ' ^ . 5 , 

For an sp conduction band where f., is assumed to be equal to i this 

gives: 

1 - " ' 

. "' " ' it, * Aff*/*' ' ' * E5.5.9 

Z _- is the effective charge of the impurity atom and is given in 

terms of the valence state of the sp impurity Z and HL. by: , 

» » 

2,^4 " Zv ~ n° " * 85.^.10 

It is the uncertainty in determining n n that makes the 

% application* of this theory-difficult. Blandin and Campb*ell [R5.5.1] 

f 

originally employed the model to predict the hyperfine fields measured 

a't 5ap impurity atoms substituted for the In atom the He'usler alloy 

4 CugMnln .by assuming Ou and Mn each contributed one Electron while the 

In atom contributed 3 ̂electrons to the conduction band. This results 

in a constant k_, value of 2.8*a -withj the hyperfine field depending 

only / on Z _ _ - 4nd_JC/ The resulting predictions agreed with the 

observed trends in the __ hyperfine field values although numerical 

agreement was poor. -* ¥ 

•i 

y 
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The major difficulty in choosing_ n Q arises when one ^attempts to 

determine hyperfine fields at .Z atoms for different Heusler alloy 

hosts. In this case the |iyperfine fields systematics now depend on'k_ 

and 2i through this, dependence on the value of jtQ, Thus, the choice 

of n^ becomes critical. The conventional approach is to assume that -

noble metals contribute 1 electron/atom, the sp impurities contribute 

Z electrons/atom. For magnetic ions'" the contribution to the 

conduction band n n is determined from *the number of outer electrons on 

? - * \ 
the free atom after allowing for the magnetic moment on the ion iji the 

Heusler alloy (Caroli and Blandin [R5.3.3j» Blandin and Campbell 

[ B 5 . 5 , ] , : u n, m * . , „ * . ^ of ^*.**». « 8Pln ^ 

up and spin down respectively, then: ' "* • . 

itf - Hj7« p/pi \ ' *_ E5.5j11 

/ 

and 
l 

n t + n4 + he * j - . , . E^.5.12 
L>\ u t c« i 

If, for the Mn atoms one assumes that the number of bound spin up, 
» *> 

electrons is 4-5 electrons this gives about 2 electrons'per atom for 

Mn in X^MnZ (X/Co) alloys and 1,0 to 14.5 electrons per atom in-Co2MnZv 

alloys. For Co atoms, if one assumes nj * 4«7, '• then 0;1 to 0.6 

electrons per Co atom in the Co2MnZ alloys and -0.1 to -0.3 electrons jfc 

per Co atom in Co2YZ (Y#Mn) alloys are contributed to the conduction 
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band, 4|^' • . .' • • 
i ' -*- «• ° 

Problems are encountered when trying to estimate the 
» 

contributions of Hi and Pd atoms'to the conduction band. Generally, 
"^ • I 

it has been found that Ni and Pd must make only small contribution 
"*T| . ' ' 

(about 0.1 electrons). #[ayogand Dunlap [R5.5.3] found it necessary 

to use this low value if. the change in sign of H„(Sn) was to** be 

obtained fa the solid series of (Ni Pd. )2MnSn alloys. The results 

are consistent with those of Price'et al [S5«5-4] where the values of 
v •> 

- t 

Hz(Sb) in the Ni, MnSb alloys are essentially independent of x. 

However, such is not the case of the Pd. + MnSb alloys [R5.5.4, 

R5'.3.6], where the Sb Mossbauer spectra indicate one hyperfine field 

fpr low x values but two, hyperfine fields for'higher x values. This 

suggests that . a free electron mo'del of the conduction band is not 

applicable to the Pd based Heusler alloys. 

These values of n were used by Dunlap "and Jones [R5.5-5] to 

estimate hyperfine fields at Sn sites in the Co2MnZ0 qaSn0 02, 

» > (ZfeAl,Ge,Si,Ge,Sri). The assumption of constant n ' values for these 

alloys implicity assumes that the Fermi level at the magnetic ions is. 

reflected only by the variation in the magnetic moments from one alloy 

i host to another. This implies that there exists/some correlation 

between the magnetic moments on Mn ions in X„MnZ and the ' free atom 

valence states of the Z atoms, particularly if the 3d spin t and spin 

i -orbitals on the Mn .atoms are completely separated. 
' . . ' . / • . • 

/ 
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There appears to be no such correlation for the Heusler alloys in * 
. , j, , ' ,* * 

general. For example, in the alloys Fd?MnZ (Z-InjSn̂ Sb) the moments • 

are»4.3> 4-23, and' 4.4 ̂ j respectively,. Since Ni has the same 

. electronic -configuration as Pd, one would expect „a similar trend for 

-Ni„MnZ alloys,. Hotfever, for the isoFtructural• Ni0MnZ alloys, the
0 

I . ' ' ' ' 

• moments decrease with? increasing valence of the -Z atom. Thus, it 

-would appear that this rigid band model does not apply to the Heusler 

alloys in general. In view of- this, detailed band structure . 
calculations are necessary, for the v Heusler" alloys' in order to . 

- \ I / • . ' -': 
determine the contribution of each atom to ttie aonduction band... Only 

* -' . * 
recently have such calculations been performed and then for ' only six 

' 7 " . : > 
Heusler alloys, namely Co2MnSn, Co2TiSn, COgTiA-l, OUgMnAl, Ni.MnSn and 
PdpMnSn [R5.5.6]. However, no theoretical model of hyperfine fields ' 
' ' ••'--.7- ' 
in Heusler alloys has yet made use of these calculations. --Hence, the 

. „ , • <• t * , """ " empirical methods of_ obtaining the contributions to the conduction . 

band will be employed here. " " 
7 ' . • 

In addition to the .difficulty in choosing reasonable, nQ values,, 
J , there »are several other shortcomings of tjtis theory (Jena and Geldart 

y[R5.5.7]):- ». ' -

(a) If experimental values for nQ were available they would have to 
> / * 

' * be very accurately knpjwn because the value of the hyperfine 4 

fields, is determined by a periodic.function-of nQ which leads to 

increasingly larger uncertainties in the contributions from the 
/ * 

more distant magnetic moments. 
r 
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' * * < * " . 

'. i°*r '> • 7 : * '.v > 

*** - " . 
,> Ob) The scattering of conduction electrons from the magnetic ions ife 

assumed to be completely incoherent sirice the contributions from 
° * 

the CEP due to • individual atomic, - moments are summed 

independently.* It is not cXeatr, that this Is"valid (See Daniel 

r[R5.5.8]). 1 - \ "" ' , * 

(c) 'Oftly the scattering of the s-like components of the conduction } 

''' * v 
band ia considered in. the formation "d£ CEP. Although only 

s>electron wave functions have a finite probability of "existing 
1 ' * •" ' - V-' • • 

at nuclear sites, and "hence', can influence theTiyperfine field, 

they then be indirectly •* perturbed by polarized electrons of "• 

higher character. Hence, the scattering of these partial 

waves'should not be ignored. 
E3 „ 

* 4 * * 

(d) In practice only the.moments on first, second, and third necan 

best neighbours can be considered in determining the total CEP 

(because of the problems given in the first criticism) even 

$ though the weak 1/R-3 dependence does not result in rapid 

convergence of E5.5.6. 
a. 

(e) Finally, the expression E5-5-6 is only an asymtotic expression 
\ . ' ^ . " • ' 

valid for separation distances between the impurity atoms much 
\ » 

larger than atomic dimensions. Since the Mn an'd Z atoms "are 
t , -

only .second near neighbours in Heusler alloys, this condition is 

not satisfactorily fulfilled. 

~\ 
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The last condition has oeen^ remedied by including an 

phenominological adjustment of </2 *in the phase of the argument of the 

cosine function for first and second neigVbourMistances (Campbell and 

Blandin [R5-5-9])-. This has been done following the more detailed 
» * 

calculation of the. CEP around a magnetic impurity in a non-magnetic 

metallic host matrix by Jena and Geldart [R5.5.10] and Allout 

[R5.5.11]. In this work they suggest that this preasymtotic 

correction should be inversely proportional to k_,r. Using this in the 

BC theory then gives for the CEP at nuclear sites: 

fv,(o) '<* g/iliJ£.cc>«(i*F'
f+M.+c/fc*0 " E5.5.13 

'where C .-is usually chosen so that C/k_r .• «/2 for the second nearest 

neighbour distances rin the Heusler alloys (Campbell and Blandin 

[R5«5. 9])."" 'This is the form of the BC theory as it is currently 

applied to* the study of hyperfine fields at non-magnetic sites in 

Heusler alloys. ' . 
« 

' In spite-- of the shortcomings of this theory, it has two 

advantages over other ,theories: « 

(a) The spatial oscillatory CEP is explicitly determined from the 

scattering of .conduction electrons from both the magnetic ions 

and the charge screened non-magnetic ions. Thus, information 

about the 'spatial dependence of the effective CEP at various 

Sites in Heusler alloys can be obtained by substituting the same 

( 
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'impurity in different sites'" in the same alloy. ? 

(b) The resulting uncomplicated expressions provides /-a simple 

physical interpretation • of the empirical trends found to exist 

in the Heusler alloys. 

S5.6 The Jena-Geldart Model. 

The Jena Geldart (JG) theory is a refined version of. the DF 

theory which was developed explicitly for the purpose of explaining 

,the hyperfine field at non-magnetic- ions in Heusler alloys (Jena and 

Geldart [R5.6.l]) In principle the two models are identical. They 

differ only in the manner in which the wave functions for the 

conduction electrons at the nuclear site are calculated.. In the DF 

theory plane waves were used while in the JG theory the Bloch wave' 

functions were determined by orthogonalizing them to the localized 

atomic wave functions. This was done to correctly reproduce the 

highly local character, of the valence electrons at the nuclear site 

which is neglected by the use of a square well potential. 

Also in computing the appropriate well depth VQ, the phase shifts 

for the X " 0,1,...7 partial waves were included in order to satisfy 

the Friedel sum'rule (E5.5.8) in contrast to the DF jeni BC models, 

where only the . jt * 0 and the Jt * 0,1 partial waves were employed, 

respectively. Thus, in the,JG theory an attempt is made to allow for 

the indirect contribution to the hyperfine fields due to spin 
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dependent scattering of conduction electrons IfcsWof sp character^ Hi 

the spirit of the DF model the hyperfine "field/at the nucleus is then 

determined from the local CEP. via 'the Fermi contact interaction: • 

H m « - l i n ^ ' ^ M . ) <5T* E5.6.1 

* h 3 . 
Here in(0) is the local CEP as< calculated by the DF model and depends 

o n A/Ej, the splitting of the conduction band relative to' the Fermi 

energy in the-absence of splitting, and the value of kprQ, where r0 is 

the Wiguer-Seitz radius of the impurity potential well. 'The Bloch 

enhancement factor * (kp) is the above "mentioned correction to the 

square well potential and'depends upon the Fermi wave number-'k„ as 

^ well as on the atomic number, of the impurity atpm. Values Of 

•fn(0)/k_/ are plotted by Jena and Geldart [R5.6.2] as a fraction of 

,the valence of the impurity atom for various values of k_ assuming 

- -A/E p= 0.001 Values of « (kp)'J ate plotted in Jena and Geldart 

' r -i ' 
LR5'.6.3J as a function of kp for different impurity atoms and as a 

function of the impurity atom with k_ • 0.62 an~ . These parameters 
_ F -0 ^ 

• . are obtained by estimating kp from the average number., of conduction 

electrons us-ing the free electron model as for the BC theory. Tlie • 

value of the ¥igner-Seitz radius rQ is determined fofthe impurity,ion 

in its pure state. The potential well depth is fixed by the relative 

valence of the impurity relative to the jgssrage number of conduction 

electrons per atom. Suitable values for A/E are obtained by fitting 

this value to in an experimental field value (for Sb in PdMnSb) and 
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/ 

then" scaling this value in proportion to the magnetic moment per 

.molecule In other Heusler hosts. In this manner hypeffine field, 

values at the 5sp impurity atoms for several hosts XMnZ and X MnZ 

(X*Co) have 'been calculated by these workers [R5.6.3]. 

From a theoretical point 'of view, this theory is superlpr to" the 

BC theory because it is specifically .devised for | concentrajted 

ferromagnetic host into which non-rmagnetic" impurities have been 

substituted. Thus, effects of coherent scattering from individual 

* * *— 

magnetic moments and the various exchange interactions aire , explicitly f 

taken into account by means of the empirically determined splitting 

paffemeter Â E-,. Also; this theory allows the use of more realistic 

impurity 'potentials i'n order , to calculate the hyperfine fields. A 

t I 

majpr disadvantage of the theory is /that there is no explicit 

ependence on the distance -between the probe atoms and the magnetic 

host atoms. Such a spatial dependence has been found in isostructural 

Heusler alloys differing only in lattice parameters (Delyagin et al 

f 
[R5.6.4] and Mayo and Dunlap [R5.5.3J). Also the problems associated 

with the determination of suitable values for k_ and ;Z -» plague this 

theory for the same reasons as ̂they do the BC theory. 
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•S5.7 "Stearns' Volume Misfit Model. 

". This model was originally devised to account for the trends 

observed- in the hyperfine fields at dilute non-magnetic impurities in 

Fe, Co, and Ni [R5.7.1]. However, she has recently employed it to 

explain the hyperfine fields observed at Z impurity atoms in Heusler 

e alloys. (Horbeck and Stearns [R5.7.2] )• 

This model' in contrast to the previous models discussed assumes 

that the impurity atom has litftle affect on the CEP for electrons of s 

character (s-CEP). The major advantage of this assumption is that the 

contribution to the hyperfine field measured on non-magnetic sites in 

ferromagnetic hosts can then be considered to be a sum of two 

independent contributions; one due to the s-CEP in the host matrix and 

• the other due to the local properties of the impurity ion. That ia: 

KU) -- oHk(B> • HiU) •" ^ - E^lC.1 

i i ' * 

* ,. . 
r •** 

Where H.(z) is the incoherent sum of the s-CEP contributions to the 

field at probe atoms-due to the'surrounding magnetic moments and,H.(z) 

is due to the interaction between the host electrons and the impurity 

atom. t 

In practice Hj^z) is calculated by assuming that s-like 

conduction electrons adopt the character of local s-like valence 

electrons when in the vicinity of a particular nucleus and hence, the 

ratio of H^fz) to the hyperfine coupling constant A is constant for 

different impurities at the same site in a given host and is given by: 
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. " , H kW - V*'^. E5.7.2 

v 

Implicit in this assumption is that the sp atoms all contribute about 

the same Aimber of electrons to the conduction band as do the X and Y 

atoms, i.e. approximately one ̂ electron per atom-. , 

The value of H.(z) is considered to be due to the overlap between 

the 3d electrons of the host atoms and the inner closed s orbitals of 

the impurity atoms. This results in' distorted orbitals and, thus 

perturbs the conduction electron density at the nucleus giving rise to 

a positive contribution to the hyperfine field at the nuclear site. 

By examining the H^Z) values calculated from experimental values of 

sp impurities in Fe using E5.7*-1 and E5-7.2 Stearns [R5.7-3J found 

that this I so called "volume misfit" contribution was approximately 
i 

proportional to the difference between the volume of the impurity atom 

in its pure state and that of the host and approximated it by 

where C and V^ are constants determined by fitting H,, to H(z)-H,(Z) as 

a -function of the atomic number of the impurity atom. A„ and V„ are 
* 

respectively the hyperfine coupling constant and atomic volume for 

the impurity. 

In calculating hyperfine fields in Heusler alloys the host 

contribution is determined by scaling the hyperfine field measured at 

Cd impurities (which are assumed to be too small to have a significant 
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volume overlap contribution) using the hyperfin^ coupling constants: 

U ( « » H " f < C 4 ) ^ 

Values' of the hyperfine coupling constants have to be calculated 

by several workers (Watson and Bennett [R5.7.4]i Campbell [R5.7.5]| 

Norbeck and Stearns [R5-7.2]. This results in contributions which 

beconie more negative as the valence increases in the Z impurity atom. 

The total change in, ̂ (z) across the 5sp series -is by a factor of 4. 

In order to account for the observed change of sign in Hyperfine 

fields at the middle of the 3sp series using E5.7.1 then the values of 

H^(z) must be( small positive values for E„id) and rapidly increase 

with the atomic number of the atom. 

Sondhi [R5,7.6] calculated Hy 'f0r the 5sp series of impurities idk 

Fe using atomic Hartree-Pork Fe+(3d') radial wave functions for Fe* ' 
9 -

His results were an order of magnitude smaller than the experimental 

H.(z) values and hence, he concluded that the volume overlap * 

contribution was relatively unimportant in the . determination of 

hyperfine field in Fe. This result supports the view (eg. Campbell 

and Vincze [R5-7.7], Price et al [R5-5.4]) that the Mn atoms in 

' Heusler alloys are too distant from the 2nn Z sites to allow overlap-

, between Mn 3d orbitals and Z s orbitals. However, Norbeck and Stearns , 

[R5.6.2] using less localized 3d orbitals on the Mn ions, and including 

second and third nearest neighbours have been able to obtain.values of 

H.(z) which are comparable to the experimental values of Hy(z) for the 
f 

5sp substitutional atoms in Heusler, alloyŝ . 
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The main advantage of the volume misfit model over the charge 

perturbation models of BC and JG is the fact that the contributions 

from the host matrix due to s-CEP and from the'local properties of the 
P 

impurity atom due to volume overlap are separable. Thus, by measuring 

hyperfine •fields at small atoms such as Cd, Cu, Pt and Au where volume 

overlap contributions are expected to be small, then one obtains 

# 

information about the s-CEP at various sites in Heusler alloy hosts. 

In additionf information about the electronic structure of different 

impurities in a single host is obtained from the volume overlap 

contribution and the measured hyperfine fields. 

The main'disadvantage in'this theory is that, a large number of 

hyperfine field measurements are required in order to define the 

empirical quantities in the emperical equations (E5.7.1, E5.7'.2, 

E5..7.3). These ̂ include a hyperfine field measurement at a small atom 

(eg. Cd) located on^the site of interest in order to determine H. and hyperfine field measurements on at least 2 more ,sp impurity atoms on 

the same site where overlap is significant -.in order to. obtain .the 

constants^ C and Vh in E5.7.3. As a result, this theory can be 

usefully applied t'o only those experimental investigations where a 

large number of impurity atoms are-substituted onto the rfsame site in 

t 

the same host matrix. Studies where one impurity atom is substituted 

into a series of host matrices cannot be analysed in terms of this 

theory". This Is a serious'1 shortcoming since it is this latter type of 

^investigation Which is currently the more popular of the two. 
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S5•8 Hyperfine Fields at Magnetic Sites. 

Theoretical attempts to calculate the hyperfine fields measured 

at the nuclei of atoms processing a magnetic moment are even less 

fruitful than for'non-magnetic atoms. This is largely due to the fact 

that the unpaired spins in'the localized d electrons greatly perturb 

the core s electron densities at the nuclear site. This cqre 

polarization . dominates other mechanisms (such as s-CEP and volume 

overlap with unpaired d orbitals on neighbouring atoms) which, give 

rise to polarized electron densities at* the nuclear site. Since this 

core -polarization Is opposite to the spin on tile outer unpaired* 

orbitals, the hyperfine field is usually negative at magnetic atoms./ 

Exceptions* occur when the core polarization contribution is dominated-

by the positive orbital contribution in 'the absence of quenching of , 

•the orbital moment. This effect is assumed to hold for the local 

contribution to the Co hyperfine fields in Heusler alloys where there 

is no moment on the Y atom (Khoi et al [R5.2.3]). 
1 

, In view of the difficulties Involved in calculating hyperfine ( 

fields form first principles, the usual approach is to separate the 

local contributions from the transferred contributions and determine 

the former by taking the difference between the total hyperfine field 

and the latter which is determined by substituting a non-magnetic 

impurity at the site of the magnetic ion. Khoi et al [R5.8.1] use the 

following empirical relationship to,account for the 'observed hyperfine 

magnetic fields at Co and Jin ions in Heusler alloys: 
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Hi * htu, + flS/l,. * ktfyt • ••: E5.8.1 

*E(ere Fo'-Mi» an<*/*? e*c" a r e respectively the magnetic-moments 

on the probe ion, first nearest neighbour ±ga, and the second nearest 

neighbour ions and h„, h., h„ are coefficients to be determined. The 

contributions to the hyperfine fieli due to local properties of the 

prove atom " is 'contained o in the first, term,while the transferred 

contributions due to the s-CEP induced at the, probe site by the 

neighbouring magnetic ' ions are given by the other terms. Those 

transferred contributions were assumed to scale 'with the hyperfine 

coupling constants ŝo that the induced s-CEP could be cSmpared for 

different probe atoms,. 

- p] • hf/Aj E5.8.2 

t 

\ t ' J / 
Where A^ is the hyperfine coupling constant for the^ probe^ atom ifcajid 

the p. is the effective s-CEP in units of polarized a electrons per 
J 

atom per U„ induced by the j / neighbour atom. Consistent values of 

the partial contributions were obtained by observing the change in the 

hyperfine fields when a non-magnetic atom was substituted for either 

the probe atom or one of its magnetic neighbour atoms. However, the 

magnetic moments of the magnetic p'robe atoms must be known a priori if 

this empirical approach is be used to determine the approximate 

contributions to hyperfine fields on the magnetic atoms. In the work 

< 
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involving Fe hyperfine field measurements discussed in Chapter 7* this 

was not the case. 

% _ ' * 
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- MPEBJIIK FIELDS MEASURED AT NON-MAGNETIC SITES 
r s 

56.1 Introduction. 

This chapter/ deals'with the Syperfine fields measured at the 

nuclei of atoms not carrying magnetic moments in Heusler alloys. 

These measurements include Hz(Te) in PdgMhSb, Hx(Au) and Hz(Sn) in 

PtMnSn and Hx(lr) and Hz(Sn) in Ir1>07
Mni.07Sn0.86* 

56.2 Hyperfine Field at 125Te Nuclei on Sb Sites in PdgMnSb. 

As indicated previously| the trends in the hyperfine fields 

measured at 5sp metals Cd to Sb in Heusler alloys are very similar to 

those found in ferromagnetic transition metal hosts. The fields at 

all these atoms had previously been measured in the Pd^MnSb alloy with 

the exception of In. The purpose of this experiment was to extend the 

hyperfine field measurements to the Te atoms and compare the result 

with the predictions from -the JG and BC models. 

.The simplest approach to making this measurement would be to 

substitute Te as an impurity into the D sites of the Pd^MnSb alloy in 

place of the Sb following the practice established by Campbell and 

Leiper [R6.2.1] and Swartzdniber and Evans [R6.2.-2]. However, unlike 

Sn which was ussd as a impurity atom in these works, no Heusler alloys 

exist which contain Te. Hence, it was not clear that Te would enter 

the Sb site. A liquid Helium temperature Mossbauer spectrum of a 

sample prepared in this manner contained only a single paramagnetic 

absorption line. 

» 
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The procedure adopted to overcome this problem was to prepare a' 

pd2MnSb alloy using radioactive ^Sb which decays to "" *Te by 

^-emission and to perform a source experiment. Because of the low 

recoil energies (<0.f eV) involved in this process, the Te is not 

expected to be dislodged from the site thereby ensuring that the 

resulting hyperfine ' fields would be measured at the D sites. 

Furthermore, since, the half.life of the 144.9 keV level of 12^Tem, 

which is the excited state from which "the Mossbauer state is 

populated, lias a relatively long half life (f> M * 5 8 days), after 

effects due to the 12^Sb(/3, *) ^Te reaction have long since relaxed. • 

Thus, the observed hyperfine* field splitting pattern would be 

identical to that obtained by incorporating Te directly into the 

PdgMnSb structure. 

Two Pd5MnSb alloys, one with and one without 10 mCi of 25Sb 

electroplated onto Pd foil were prepared by rf induction melting 

1 

stoichiometic quantities of high purity Pd, Mn and^ Sb in an argon 

atmosphere. Both alloys were powdered andannealed in argon for three 

days at 650 *C and showly cooled. The non-radioactive sample 

exhibited less than 0.5£ weight loss on preparation. An x-ray 

diffraction pattern of this sample was consistent with a single." phase 

alloy with the L2,, structure and indicated a lattice parameter of 

6.420(6) £. This value agrees with the values reported by other 

.workers-: 6.419(10) R (Swartzendruber and Evans [R6.2.3]) and 

6.413(8) & (Webster and Ramadan [R6.2.4]). Since both alloys were 

prepared in an identical fashion, it was assumed that these results 
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F6.2.1 Fitted spectrum'of ^Sb/Pd-MnSb v.s.NZnTe, both at 
T « 4.2 K. 

were applicable to the radioactive alloy as well. 

Using the •5Sb/Pd2MnSb alloy as a Mossbauer source and a ZnTe 

(50" mg/cm ) absorber, both at 4.2 K, a Mossbauer spectrum was 
m 

"accumulated. The statistics were improved by folding the two spectrum 

halves and pair summing the result to yield the -spectrum shown in 

F6.2.1. The solid curve through the data points was obtained by 

fitting a singlet and a sextet with intrinsic-Mossbauer parameters 

appropriate for 12^Te. Such two component spectra for PdgMnSb have 

also been obtained by Boolchand et al [R6.2.5] and de Waard and 

Lakshminarayana [R6.2.6]. 

The origin of the singlet absorption line has not been definitely 

12^ 
established. One explanation involves the two stage decay of 2Sb to 

0 

the Mossbauer excited state. Because of the relatively long half life 
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of the intermediate state, 1 2 5Te m, an appreciable amount of 125Sb 

which had already decayed to this state prior to the fabrication of 

' the alloy still remained in this state at the time that the spectrum 

was accumulated. Since Te is not easily incorporated into the D sites 

1 PR m -

of Pd„MnSb the Te atoms would give rise to a second component in 

the Mossbauer spectrum. However, calculations reveal that the 

intensity of the singlet relative to the sextet should be about 0.22 

while the spectrum reveals a ratio of about 0-5- A further 
1 ?1 

contribution to the singlet might have arisen if some of the Sb 

which was in the form of 1000 % layer electroplated onto a thin Pd 

foil may have evaporated on heating and later condensed on the surface 

of the cooling alloy. Attempts at comparing the isomer shifts of the 
« 

singlet to that found in Pd2MnSbQ nTe0 , were not successful because 

of problems encountered with the calibration spectra for the latter. 

The hyperfine, field which corresponded to the sextet was, 

determined to have a magnitude of 85(3) T. The sign of the field, 

although not measured, was presumed to be positive and . was 

subsequently found to be so by other workers. This result compares 

favorably with subsequent measurements by other workers. These 

results are given in T6.2.1. 

The error is mostly* due to the fact that large Doppler velocities 

(i5 cm/s) were required to exhibit the complete hyperfine absorption 

pattern for 1 2 1 Sb/Pd2MnSb compared to those required for ttfe Fe foil 

calibration (i7 mm/s). This lead to a large uncertainly in the 

velocity calibration constant for the '2->Te spectrum. .For this reason 

* 
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T6.2.1 Hyperfine Field Values at Te nuclei, substituted on Sb \ 

sites' inPdgMnSb. 

Hz(Te) Temperature Source Absorber Reference 

(T) • '(K). 

85(3) . 

+85,-7(9) 

86.4(5) 

86.0(5) 

85.6(9) 

4.2 

4.2 

4.2 

4.2 

4.2 

» — V — 
125Sb/Pd2MnSb 

125Sb/Pd2MnSb 

. 125Sb/Pd2MnSb ' 

125 T eny p d 2 M n S b 

125Tem/Pd?MnSb 

ZnTe 

ZnTe 

k ZnTe 

ZnTe 

ZnTe 

this work 

R6.2.'5 

R6.2.6 

R6.2.6 

R6.2.18 

L 

1 

^ 

the Isomer shifts were not determined. 

" Because the field Value obtained at the Te impurity in Pd2MnSb 
' » * 

(85.0 T) was the largest obtained to date, an attempt was made to 

obtain a more accurate value for the magnitude of magnetic dipole 

moment of the excited Mossbauer state. The current measured values 
< 

for fl' and )T had been +0.62(2)p^ and -O.B8235(4)/tN respectively. 
> 

By allowing g'/g** to be an unconstrained parameter to be fitted, a 

value of 0.207(16) was obtained from the experimental spectrum. This ^ 

value corresponds to fi * g*I'MH/(g,,I") - 0.55(2) fa. The large error 

and deviation between these results again was attributable mainly to 

non-linearities. and instabilities in the Doppler velocity waveform. 

These values of g'/g" and JK' are comparable to the values of 

-0.2270(15) and 0.604(4) JtN, respectively, which were obtained by 
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Cd In Sh Sb Te . I 

F6.2.2 Z site. 5ap impurity hypjfrf̂ ne .fields measured in 
pd2MnSb "(•) and PdMnSb (o) plotted as a function of 
Z. The solid curve represents the predictions of 
Jena arid Geldart [E6.2.22], The vertical lines 
' represent the total range of impurity 5sp hyperfine 
fields in all Heus-ler hosts. References .for x-he 
Pd„MnSb host are: Cd - R6.2.19, R6.2.10; Sn -
R6T2.20; Sb - R6.2.3, R6.2.21; Te - This and other 
work (See T6.2.2); I - R6'.2.6, R6.2.18. References 
for the PdMnSb host are given in R6.2.8. 

7 

Boolchand et al [R6.2.5]. 

' The results of this and other more recent work in the measurement 

of the hyperfine fields for Cd to I sites in PdMnSb appear in F6.2.2. 

'These trends toward increasingly morepositive fields as the atomic 

number of the impurity increases is common in ferromagnetic hostf, (See 
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Rao [R6.2.7] for summary of hyperfine field values for impurities "in 

non-Heusler hosts). However, in these cases the'hyperfine fields do 

7 . l 

not exhibit a saturation value and then decrease before iodine. A 

similar curve is obtained for the PdMnSb host, as is shown in F6.2.2., 

However, the whole curve appears to be shifted toward the right tojme 

I impurity and no saturation effects are observed in the 5sp series. 

The solid curve in the figure is calculated by ttie JG theory. They 

calculated the Fermi wave vector k? using the free electron model from 

the average conduction electron density using the method described in 

S5«4 except that Pd atoms were each assumed to contribute 1.2 

eleotrons to the conduction band. The band splitting parameter A/E 

was chosen to normalize the theoretical result to the experimental 

value for the hyperfine field measured at Sb nuclei PdMnSb and then 

scaled according to the "magnetic moment on the Mn atoms in the host 

alloy. Thus, the curve is the result of an attempt to explain the 

trends of hyperfine" fields at sp impurity sites in all Heusler alloys.• 

Hence, although Figure 6.2.2 would seem to indicate otherwise, the 

antitative agreement between experiment and the JG theory is quite' 

good. The qualitative trends, namely, fields increasing from negative 

to positive values and then decreasing as the valence of the probe 

/ - 7 

/atom increases from Cd to I, are correctly produced by this theory. 
j Using the JG theory, Boolchand'et al [R6.2.8] have attempted to 

\ 
reproduce the shift in the 5sp impurity hyperfine field curve as the 

Pd concentration is increased in the Pd-Mn-Sb Heusler alloys in going 

from the C1 b to the L21 structure. The found essentially little 
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change in the theore+^bal*curve predicted by the JG theory. Hence, 

they concluded that the JG theory was not applicable to the Pd-based -

Heusler alloys. 

The BC model, with its explicit sinusoidal dependence on the 

impurity charge of non-magnetic ions in ferromagnetic hosts, can 

automatically account for the change of sign and the saturation of 

hyperfine fields measured at the 5sp impurities with reasonable values 

of kp and Ze:f»f (see E5-5.6 and E5.5.9). However, quantitative 

agreement is poor (Schaaf et al [R'6.2.9]). When the k„ values are 

adjusted so as to cause the saturation point on the curve to coincide 

with experiment the theoretical field values were found to be 30$ too 

low. 

This result is not surprising because Blandin and Campbell 

[R6.2.10] originally appliea their theory to the Cu2MnIn host where 

they were able to obtain qualitatively good agreement with the fields 

impurities up to Z*Sb. However, when In is changed to Sb this would 

increase conduction electron concentration, nQ from, 1.25 to 1.75 

electrons per atom,, considerably reducing the size of the screening 

phase shift 2 Q for a given Impurity atom. Blandin and Campbell 

[R6.2.10] suggested that Pd atoms contribute very few electrons to the 

conduction" band (about 0.12) thereby restoring nQ to the value used 

for the Cu2MnIn host. Hotever, this does not account for the rapid 

increase in the hyperfine field measured at the Sb atoms when the 

number" of Pd atoms is changed in the Pd1+xMnSb alloy system i 

(Swartzendruber and Evans [R6.2.2], Price et al [R6.2.11], where the 
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T6.2.2 Calculation of the•hyperfine fields at sp impurities in 
the PdMnSb host using Stearns* Volume Misfit Model. 

z 

. 

Cd 

In . 

Sn 

Sb 

Te -, 

I 

AZ-' 

(1) 

470 

680 

900 

1130 

1380 ' 

1680 

Hh(Z) • 

(T) 

-23 

, - ^ 

-44 

-55 

-68 

-82 

VZ ' 

(%*) 

12.7 

14.9 

16.7 

18.5 

20.5' 

(25.5) 

HV(Z) 

(T) 

" 0" 
» 

. ' 29 

'"• 65 
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187 i, 'A 

(364) [ 

H(Z) 

(T) 

-23 

-4 • 

21 

+60 

+119 

(+282) 

Hexp 

(T) 

-23 

+21 

+60 

+85 

50 

field changes from 30 T for "the C1£ structure to' 60 T for the L2.,. 

structure. Since such a large change does not occur in the «i^+ JfaSb 

system (Swartzendruber and Evans [^6.2.12], Price et al [R6.2.11])' 

where the electronic structure of the constituent atoms is the same as 

in the Pd based system, it is possible thatJPd based alloys are 

exhibiting an anomalous hyperfine fieldSdependence on Z. 

According to Stearns* volume misfit model "(See S5.7) the 

hyperfine field at the Z site-atom ought to be given by 25.7•1• The 
•f 

volume overlap contribution at the Cd impurity nucleus is considered 

•negligible. Using the experimental values of Hz(cd) of -23 T. 

(Lindgren et al [R6.2.13], Schaaf et al [R6.2.9]),, and the k„ values 

of Stearns" [H6,.2.14], the values of H h are found as indicated in 
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T6.2.2. The values of Vz U 3 e d t o determine Hv(z) were the "smoothed" 

j 

values of Stearns [R6.2.15]. which'-take into account differences in 

crystal structures of these atoms in their natural state. The value 

for Vj Was obtained by sealing the value of VT with the atomic 

concentrations in the Te and I solids. ^Ehe value of H(Z)-H.(z), 

Z - Sn,Sb were used to determine the values of C and V, in E5.7.3. 

These were found to be 0.164 R~* and 12.30 &* respectively. 

The overall trend.in the hyperfine fields measured at sp„impurity 

atoms are reproduced in the volume misfit model except for the lack of 

"a saturation in the field values for Z^Te. " The anonomously large 

Value for * the iodine field is due to the large value of V.. if this 

value is obtained by the extrapolation of Steam's "smoothed" values 

of V the resulting field value is still about 200 T. It would seem 

that Stearns model is incapable of, accounting for a saturation in 

field values before the end of -aft sp series because of the 

monotomically increasing dependence of the atomic volume on atomic 

number. This lack of saturation is reflected in the detailed 

theoretical calculations of' Hy by Norbeck and Stearns [R6.2.16]. 

There appears no obvious way to account for this saturation effect 
* 

within the volume misfit moSeK unless another external mechanism is 

incorporated into the model which might lead to a decrease in 

hyperfine fields measured at High valence sp impurities. 

It 'would appear that "all three models can account qualitatively 

at least for the increasing^ hyperfine fields measured at 5sp 

impurities on the D sites in the Pd^MnSb alloy. However, only the 

•k... 
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charge perturbution models of BC anj£ JG re/roduce ilihe saturation 4n_^ 

the field value measured at the Te probe atom. 

S6.3 Hyperfine Fields at Au and Sn Nuclei in PtMnSn. 

Although hyperfine fields had been measured at a large number of 

nuclear"sites belonging to elements in the fourth and fifth row' of the 

periodic table fewer hyperfine fields had been measured at period six 

sites in, Heusler alloys. Among these were the hyperfine fields 

measured at Au atoms in Au2MnAl [R6.3-1] and in/luMnSb [R6..3.2]. The 

first measurement of a hyperfine field al a Au impurity atom in a 

Heusler alloy, Au substituting the Pt in PtMnSn, is,presented here. 

Because of the large X-ray atomic , scattering factor for Pt 

relative to those of Mn and Sn, it is difficult to distinguish between 

C1-jj and C1 structures using this method (Masumoto and Watanabe 

[R6.3.3], Gorlich et al [R6.3.4]).' Masumoto and Watanabe [R6.3.3] 

have reported the PtMnSn alloy, when water quenched from 1250 *C, to 

be ferromagnetic with a Curie 'temperature of"354 K and a saturation 

magnetic moment per Mhvatom of 3.37 "B. However, these values depend 

upon the precise heat treatment of alloy. 

In the Au hyperfine field measurement advantage was taken of the 

fact that 1''Pt is the parent of the 1'^'Au,Mossbauer nuclide. Thus, 

the Au hyperfine field in PtMnSn was obtained by using :"'Pt in a 

PtMnSn matrix as a source and a single line Au foil as an absorber in 

a Mossbauer spectroscopy measurement. 
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The source was prepared "by irradiating a 97mg Pt foil, ' enriched 

to 97.5^ with ^ p t for six- hours with a neutron flux of 10 1 2 neutrons 

-2—1 ' « 1Q7 

•cm s m the Slowpoke reactor at Dalhousie University. The l3,Pt 

nuclide was produced by the reaction / Pt(n,Y) ^Pt. Details of the 

irradiation4 procedure have been given by Judah [R6.3.5]. The 

radioactive 1°'Pt was incorporated into a PtMnSn matrix by melting the 

Pt foil with stoichiometric quantities of high purity Mn and Sn under 

Ar at one atomsphere pressure in an rf induction furnace. The alloy 

was kept molten for greater* than two minutes to ensure ,complete 

melting and homogeneity. The alloy was cooled from the melt by 

turning the rf power off. Because of.the short half life of °'Pt (18 

hours) no subsequent heat treatment was performed on this sample. 

The source and a 200 mg/cm2 thick Au foil were held at 4.2 K 

while 1khe spectrum was accumulated. The statistics of this spectrum 

were improved by folding one half of the spectrum onto the other half 

as described in S4.6. The point about which the spectrum wae folded 

was defined by the centroids of the absorption patterns of the 

individually fitted spectrum halves. The resulting spectrum is shown 

** * 

, in E6.3.L Ther solid curve represents the least squares fit to the 

k <- hyperfine splitting pattern appropriate ».to '°"AU in a polycrystalline" 

powdered sample. , This pattern consisted, of the eight absorption lines 

in °'Au as given in T3.7.3. It was assumed that because of the cubic* 
v _ 1 

symmetry of the lattice that • the electric-- field gradient at the 
- ' ' 1 > 

nuclear site was zero.' The hyperfine field .corresponding to this 

fitted curve wa3 found to be 70(1) T. The isomer shift of *'^\\x in 
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F6.3.1 Fitted spectrum of 197Pt/PtMnSn v.s. Au foil, both at 
T = 4.2 K. ' '. . 9 

the PtMnSn matrix relative to 19?Au- in a Au foil matrix was found to" 

C be -4.66(4) mm/s when referred to the same source matrix. This figure 

was arrived at by using the. known isomer shift (+.226(10) mm/s) of 
a) , 

57 , . 

Fe in Cu,with respect to Fe in Fe to determine the absolute 

\ velocity scale from the ->'Co/Cu v . s . Fe foil calibration spectrum. 

The width of the individual absorption lines constrained to, be equal, 

Was found to be 4-3(1) mm/s which is about 2.3 times larger than 

natural Mossbauer width. This width is consistant with the rather 
• * 

thick absorber and the short source-to-detector distance used during 
/ 

data accumulation. 
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F6.3.2 Unfitted spectra of 119Snm/SnV v.s. PtMnSn,' both\at 
T- - 77 K, with (A) and without (B) an appli 
transverse field of 1.0.T. 

1 Q7 
After the intensity-of the ^'Pt activity had died away,.\the 

/ • • 

hyperfine field at the Sn site was measured in the '*'PtMnSn sample w 

using a 119mSn/VS» source and the 197PtMnSn sample as an absorber.' 

The spectrum*, was accumulated while the absorber was held at 77 K« 

This spectrum fas obtained with and without an externally applied 

field of 1.0 T. These"spectra are shown in F6.3.2. As can be seen in 
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f the'figure, the field is negative. This agrees with the result of 

Leiper et al [R6.3.6] and Arbique [R6.3.7J, tut is in conflict with 

the previously reported results of Rao and Iyengar [R6.3.8] and 

Campbell [R6.3.9]. 

Several attempts to fit the experimental spectra with a sextet 

appropriate to a M1 (3/2^1/2+'' 19Sn transition were not successful. 

This was presumably due to a distribution of hyperfine fields due to 

disorder in the PtMnSn alloy. This 119Sn spectrum is consistant with-

that obtained by Dunlap et al [R6.3.10] where the distribution of 

hyperfine fields was included in the fitting function using a .program 

due to Window [R6.3.11]. These hyperfine field measurements at 

^. different probe sites in the PtMnSn host and those of other workers in 

the PtMnSn matrix are given in T6.3«1. 

Examination of these results reveal a wide variety of values in 

th.e experimental results obtained for the hyperfine fields measured at 

Sn atoms. This is not surprising if one assumes that there is a 
it* 

varying amount of Mn-Sn disorder between the samples used by the 

various workers. Work by Dunlap et al [R6.3.10] and Gorlich et al 

[R6.3.4]» where attempts were made to find some measure of the3 

hyperfirie field distributions at the Sn sites, indicate a relatively 

broad . distribution in hyperfine fields which is consistant with the 

fact that the Mn sublattice may contain non-magnetic Sn atoms. More 

surprising\ is the fact that,*essentially no broadening occurs in the Au 

hyperfine fields. This would suggest that the hyperfine field at Au 

on Pt sites is either insensitive to the local ordering of the Mn 

\ 
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T6.3-1 Hyperfine Measurements in PtMnSn 

Probe Atom < H H/H T Technique Reference 
Site Type (T) {%) (K) 

4.2 

4.2 

:77 

77 

594 

293 

293 

80 

80 

77 

77 

77 

77 

4.2 

4.2 

•NMR 

ME 

NMR 

NMR 

MB 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

ME 

R6.3.12 

This work 
4 

'R6.3.13, 

R6.3.12 

R6.3.4, 

R6.3.8' 

R6.3.IO 

R6.3.10 

R6.3.7 

This work 

R6.3.9 

R6.3.4 

R6.3.8 

R6.3.6 

R6.3.7 

x-
X 

I 

Y 

Z 

z 

z 

z 

z* 

z 

Z ' 

z 

z 

z 

z 

Pt 

Au 

Mn 

Mn 

Sn 

Sn 

Sn 

Sn 

Sn' " 

Sn 

4n 

Sn 

Sn 

Sn 

Sn 

80 > 

•710) 

20.5 

33.2 

0 

+0.7 

. 0 

3.0 

-4.2(1) 

-3.0 

"+2.3 

-4.3 

+3.3 

-6(1) 

-6.2(1) 

/ 
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atoms or that the local short range of Mn atoms around the Pt atoms is 

relatively uniform. The former explanation is consistent with"the JG 

theoryi where no mechanism exists for ^considering the effects of 

disorder on the hyperfine |fields measured at a particular probe atom. 

This suggests that the.total CEP seen at each Pt site is influenced by 

y 

fairly distant Mn atoms so that each Au atom sees essentially the same 

CEP even though the local order around Au atoms may vary. 

According to the CB theory, ""the hyperfine field measured at a 

particular site is strongly dependent upon the distance to the Mn 

atoms around this site. This is consistent with the wide distribution 

Observed in the hyperfine fields observed at the Sn .sites if one 

assumes the presence of preferential Mn-Sn disorder. This can be seen 

by examining T2.2.1 which gives the first six neighbours to the A, B, 

C and D sites in Heusler alloys. 

* * 

In the presence of perfect 01^ order < Mn is confined to the 

B sites, while Sn is confined to the D sites and Pt and also Au 

impurity atoms are confined to A'sites, the C sites being vacant. 
i 

Clearly if preferential Mn-Sn disorder.occurs, then the average number 

of Mn atoms on the second and fourth nearest neighbours to Sn atoms on 

the D sites decreases while it increases in the third and fifth 

nearest neighbours. - The variation of the number of Mn a'toms on 

neighbouring sites form one Sn site to another would give rise to 

distributions in'the CEP and hencfe hyperfine field at Sn atoms- on 

D sites. The sfime effect occurs! for Sn atoms on the B sites. -
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On the other hand, for each of the A sites only half df the atoms, . 

at the first, fourth and sixth nearest neighbour distances are Mn 

atoms in the fully ordered C1. structure, the other .half being Sn 

atomB. vFor certain amounts of Mn-Sn disorder and radial dependencies 

of the CEP, the value of the CEP, and hence the hyperfine field may 

not vary appreciably from one Au site to the next. Also, if some of 

v. 

the Pt atoms and hence Au atoms migrate to C sites, as is suggested by 

Masumoto and Watanabe [R6.3-3] for certain heat treatments of PtMnSn, 

the hyperfine fields would be identical to those of Au atoms on the A 

site. This is because these two sites have the some configuration of 

Mn and Sn neighbours. Thus, it is possible that Mn-Sn disorder would 

not greatly influence the Au hyperfine fields at Pt sites, in PtMnSn 

even though the Sn hyperfine field at the Sn sites is strongly 

perturbed. 

It does not follow however that the hyperfine field at all probe 

atoms on X sites in Heusler alloys of composition XMnZ will be immune 

to Mn-Z disorder. The radial dependence of the CEP depends on the 

charge screening phase angle, 26*0 which depends on' the local 

properties of the probe atom. This would explain why Malik et al 

[R6.3.12] observedv broad NMR lines for the '^Pt resonances in PtMnSn. 

The hyperfine fields of Pt atoms may be sensitive to the Mn-Sn 

disorder while the hyperfine fields at Au atoms are not. 
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S6.4 Hyperfine fields at Ir and Sn nuclei in Ir1>0„Mn. 0 7Sn Q 8g. 

The measurement of the hyperfine field at the iridium sites in 

the Heusler alloy IrMnSn was performed .to extend the number of 

hyperfine fields measured at atoms from the sixth series of the 

periodic table which up until this time had only included" measurements 

at Pt an Au sites. 

Masumoto and Watanabe [R6.4.1] have performed X-ray diffraction 

and magnetization measurements on the Ir-Mn-Sn ternary system. They 

found that the equi-atomic composition formed a polyphase mixture. 

However, the alloy of stoichiometry Ir1,07
Mni.07Sn0.86 forme<* a single 

phase 01^ structure with a lattice parameter of 6.182 A. If 

particular interest is the fact that they reported the Ir, Mn, and Sn 

atoms to respectively occupy the B, D and A sites instead of the usual 

A, B and D sites respectively. This is equivalent to the Mn atoms, 

being located on the C sites instead of the B sites if Ir and Sn are 

ass^ned the A and D sites respectively. It would appear that this 

result is in conflict with the structure of Ir2MnAi which, in the same 

paper, they indicate has the usual L21 Heusler structure. Also, as in 

the- case for PtMnSn, the atomic scattering factors are such that it is 

difficult to distinguish between the C1fe and C1 structures (Gorlich et 

al [R6.3.4]). Thus, the structure indicated by Masumoto and Watanabe 

* should be viewed with caution. The Curie temperatures reported by two 

groups of workers, 265 K j>6.4.l], and 204 K [R6.3.4], were in 

disagreement. However, the two reported values for the magnetic 

moment per formula were in agreement at 2.2 j*B. 
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°,<* 
For this work a 500 mg sample of 1^ ̂ ^ .^Sn^gg -was prepared 

from high purity components, using r$ induction melting. The heat 

treatment consisted of annealing at 900 *C for 95 hours followed by 

slow cooling at a rate of about 100 C /hr. X-ray diffraction revealed 

a single phase structure compatable with the C1yor C1 structures and 

a lattice parameter of 6.201(5) R in agreement with 6.199(12) obtained 

by Gorlich et al [R6.3.4]. 

. 1 - O 
To measure the hyperfine field at the Ir nuclei an 19^lr source 

was prepared by irradiating 100 mg of Os, enriched to more than 95$ 

with 1920s , in a neutron flux of about 10'2 neutrons cm~2.e for 16 

hours [R6.3-5]. The 1920s was in the form of a metallic sponge. In 

order to prevent the Os' from vibrating with respect to the source 
- - t 

holder during data accumulation, the Os, contained in a thin sealed 

polyethylene envelope, was clamped to the source holder with some Q 

1Q2-' 
compound using a 1mm thick nylon disk. This enabled the J Os to be 

removed for reirradiation should insufficient statistics be obtained 

after <one irradiation. Using 100-mg cm"2 of Ir. ôMn'-i 07Sn0 86 a s a n 

absorber, the Mossbauer spectrum shown in F6.4-1, was accumulated with 

both the source and absorber at liquid helium temperatures. 

Each spectrum half was independently fitted using.an eight,, line 

hyperfine pattern compatible with the l/2+ - 3/2+ mixed E2/M1 

transition between the Mossbauer, and ground state of '^Ir for a 

mixing ratio of 0.31. The relative heights and positions were 

constrained according to the ratios given in T3.7.3 while the widths 
i ' r 

of the .absorption lines were constrained to be equal. Since the 
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F6.4.1 Fitted spectrum of 1 9 5 Q S / O S v.g. ir Q-Mn* 07Sn0 86, 
both at T * 4-2 K. ' • .* 

structure is cubic, tb.e quadrupole splitting was fixed at zero. 

Hence^ the spectrum was fitted using only six parameters: (1) the 

width of one of the absorption lines; (2) the intensity of one of 

them; (3) the position of their centroid; (4) the splitting parameter 

'proportional to the separation of a symmetric pair of lines and (5)-

the height and (6) curvature of the baseline. The fitted parameters 

are given in T6.4.1. • 

The hyperfine field in Ir1<07Mn1#07Sn0i8g has been subsequently 

remeasured by kjR.que - [R6\3.7] where the sign was determined to be 

negative. The magnitude of his result 71.0(1.2),T differs from the 

result "65(2) T obtained in 'this .work. However, in view of the 

co^iderably inferior statistics in the-spectrum of. this latter work, 

it is believed that the field value is closer to 65 T than 71 T. -
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T6.4.I Fitted Parameters for the 4.2 K spectrum of' 19^0s/0s 
* v .s . 1 9 3 I r / I r , i ( y 7 l ! a i t 0 7 s n o # a 6 x. . * 

* 

Spectrum Half Line Width Isomer Shift Hyperfine Field 

(mm/s) (mm/s) (T) 

' First 3-06(16) < 1.16(5) 64.3(12) 

Second 2.78(16) 1.28(5) 65.8(12) 
- Average ' 2-92(11) 1.22(4) • 65.1(3) 
* 
with respect to an Os metal source. 

Tiro spectra using 30 mg cm-2 of Ir1,07
Mnl.07Sn0.86 at 7 7 K a a a n 

absorber and a ''°Snm/SnV source at 77 K were accumulated. These 

spectra differed only in- that a different maximum velocity setting was 

used for each spectrum. The fitted spectra with the two velocity 

settings are shown in F6.4.2. The fitting- model consisted of 6 

absorption lines compatable with the 3/2 - 1 /2 . pure Ml transition 

of the '19Sn nuclide. As in fitting the 9*Ir spectrum six^ free* 

fitting parameters were used. The data for the high velocity spectrum 

is given in T6.4.2, 

It is interesting to note that the low velocity spectrum resulted, 

in a~TC(BSt~r" 2.8(4) T as reported in Leiper et al [R6.4»2]. The 

larger uncerta.inity is .presumably due to the fact that at this low 

velocity setting the curvature of the baseline is poorly defined and 
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F.6.4.2 Fitted spectra of 1t9Shm/SnV v.s. Ir, 07Mni 07Sn0 86, both at 
T - 77 K. The upper (lower) spectrum was obtained at high 
(low) maximum Doppler velocity*-setting. In each spectrum the 
heavier lines represent the computer-fitted total absorption 
curve. The finer lines represent the absorption for each of 
the individual hyperfine transitions in the 9Sn sextet. The 
curvature of the baseline in the low velocity spectrum is 
clearly exaggerated. Hence, the fitted intensity and 
hyperfine splitting parameters are too small in this spec|runU 
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T6.4.2 Fitted parameters for the high velocity spectrum of 
119Snm/SnV v.s. 119Sn/lr1#0?Mn1<07Sn0%Q6. 

* 

Spectrum Half Line Width Isomer Shift Hyperfine Field 
(mm/s) v (mm/s)' (T) 

First . 4.23(13) 0.22(3) 3-58(6) 
Second 4-06(13) 0".07(3) 3-56(6) 

# 

Average 4.14(9) 0.15(2) 3-57(4) 

* with respect to the SnV source matrix. 

hence may adopt a variety of values without appreciably affecting the 

"goodness of fit" parameter x . Changing the baseline curvature 

affects the fitted intensity parameter in turn would affect the 

spacing of the individual absorption lines. In general, spectra 

should be accumulated at a velocity setting so that the base line is 

well defied to minimize the correlation between the baseline fitted 

parameters and the resonant absorption fitted parometers. This is 

particularly important for spectra where the individual absorption 

110 lines are poorly resolved such as in spectra obtained using the 'Sn 

and 121Sb Mossbauer nuclides where the individual line widths can be 

comparable to typical hyperfine splittings. 

The value of Hz(Sn) in Ir^ Q7Mn< 07
Sn0.86 haa be8n m e a s u r ed a* 

liquid helium temperatures and was found to be 5-9(1) T by Gorlich et 

al [R6.3.4] and +6.0(1) T by Arbique et al [R6.4-3]. This value is 
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too large to be compatible with the value obtained in this work if 

these values are scaled according to the magnetization curves obtained 

by Masumoto and Watanabe [R6.4-1]• However, this may be accounted for 

by the fact that Ir^ 0 7M n i <07Sn0>8g is very sensitive to the heat 

treatment on preparation. 

Among the Heusler alloys examined by Dunlap et al [R6.3-10] for 
"X 

hyperfine field distributions at Sn atom3 was the Ir. ^Mn., m S n n or 
1 .U( I. U( U.OO 

alloy. At a temperature of 80 K, they found the maximum in the 

distribution curve occurred at 3.0 T which is consistant with this 

result.' They also found a full width at half maximum Value of 6 T in 

the field distribution .peak. This wide distribution, twice'-the field 

value," is consistant with the large line^widths found in the, 9Sn 

spectrum. „ y . - • \ 

Unlike the 197Au spectrum ixd PtMnSn, trie 1 ^ I r \ in 
- \ 

i 

*r1.07^n1 07^n0.86 ,was ^oun(* **° * exhibit broadened lines which were 

five times their natural line wiaVth. This may be attributable in-"part 

to the -^0s/0s source' whose physical structure was nott optimize^ to 

produce minimum line widths. <- ' / , », . \ 

, The theoretical calculations of Hx(ir) a r e discussed in i\e 

following section in relation to the predicted values of Hx(Au) and 

Hx(Pt) found in several'Heusler alloys containing period six atoms at 

the X sites. 
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S6.5 Calculation of Period Six Fields in Heusle* Alloys. 

In this section the JG and BC theories are used 'to" account ̂  f̂ r 

the trends observed -in period six hyperfine fields: The Stearns' 

volume misfit model is not used here because there is' insufficient 

field measurements at the X sites to obtain the empirically fitted 

* constants used in this model (See S5-7)- ' 

. In these calculations, the valence of the' X<atoms is assumed to 

be one in all cases (See S5.5). The valance of" Sn and Sb are assumed 

to be 4 and 5 respectively. The contribution js'f ( each atom to . the 
' i 

conduction ' band is assumed" to be equal to the valance of the 
1 », 

non-magnetic atoms and to be 2-p for Mn atoms as vdiscussed in S5-5*. 

The hyperfine field values are normalized «to' Hy(Au) = 70.5 T in 

PtMnSn. ** 
« 

The BC* theory was applied by summing the preasymtotic . expression 

for the CEP given by E5.5*10 over the first 25 Mn shells for each of 

the Heusler alloy hosts. These values were then multiplied by the 

hyperfine coupling constants given by Campbell [R6.5.1] and value of 

the magnetic moment per Mn atom. The results of these calculations 

. appear in T6.5.1• 

The calculations for the JG theory were somewhat ' more involved 

since in E5.6.1 the value of kj, affects in a complicated manner bath 

the Bloch enhancement, factors,. « (kj,), and the CEP at the nuclear, 

site, P(0). In addition, the value of « (k^) depends on,the type of 

' inpurity' atom as well. The Bloch enhancement factors for the period 

six atoms are determined by ex\ropolatinTe the- values for the 4sp and 
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' Hyperfine Fields at Period Six Atoms. 
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Host 

Hyperfine .Fields {.H,(p)]. (T) . 

Theoretical 
*CG BC 

Experimental 
Value Reference 

Au Au2MnAl, 

Pt PtMnSn 

Au PtMnSn 

Ir Iri.07Mlli.07Sn0.86 
» 

Au AuMnSb t 

-76 -117 

-70.7 -60 

-70.5 -70.5 

-55 . -13 

-42 -43 

-121 R6.3-1 

-80 R6.3.12 

-70.5 This work 

-65 This work 

-24 H6.3.2' 

5sp elements"given by Jena and Geldart [R6.2.22] to the 6sp series as 

a function of atomic number and then by extrapolating the values 

obtained for Au through Pb, back to Ir and Pt. These extrapolations 

/ • - 1 
give the- values of the Bloch enhancement factors for k_ * 0.62 â . • 

A crude correction for the k- dependence is obtained by. extrapolating 

a plot of the values of {A[<*2(kj,)]/Akj,]/[«2(0.'62 aQ~
1)] for the Group 

IIIA elements given in Figure 2 of Jena and Geldart »[R6.2.22] as a 
« 

function of Z to the period six element. Th.is results in a value of 
/ 

• A 
approximately -2a0 for this quantity. This value is used to adjust 

* " ( ' 
the Bloch enhancement for the Ir, Pt and Au atoms for small changes in 

th*3 kj . The P(0) values are obtained from Figure 1 of Jena and 

"Geldart [R6.5-2], and sealed according to the magnetic moment"assumed 

V 
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to localized on the Mn ions in these alloys. Using these methods, a 

approximate expression for the hyperfine fields'is, giverf by: 

\ ( i y « K «2(0.62 a0"
1) {i-2a0-

1[kr(0.62 a0"
1)]} /* Pl°> B6%.5.1 

where K is a normalization constant. The results of these 

calculations are also given in T6.5.1. 

The overall trend in the, experimental values is reproduced by the 

JG theory, although quantitative agreement is poor. However, the BC 

calculation falls to reproduce the relative magnitude in the Ir field 

Ir^Q^Mn^Q7Sno.86 an<* *lie rela*ive magnitudes of the Pt and Au fields 

in PtMnSn. The latter discrepancy may be due to inaccurate values of 

the hyperfine coupling constants. However, the former disagreement is 

due to the anomously low value for the spin polarization obtained at 

the Ir nucleus in Ir.. .07Mn1>O7Sn^#86 alloy. On the .other hand, the BC 

theory gives better numerical agreement with the experimental values 

for the Au fields in these alloys. In "this case, the use of 

inaccurate values' for hyperfine coupling' constants has no effect on 

the relative field values obtained from the BC theory since they 

affect only ,tne relative fields calculated for different probe atoms. ' 

In summary,* the JG theory is able to reproduce the trends 

observed in -the experimental,values of the various hyperfine fields 

measured at different probe atoms. However, the BC theory better 

reproduces, the range of values found experimentally for Hx(Au). But 

it do.es not reproduce the observed trends of the hyperfine fields at 

c-V A ** *<**-

http://do.es
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other impurity atoms relative to the values of H X(AU). 
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CHAPTER 7 

HIPISIHE HELD, AT Te IMPURITIES I I HEtJSLKR ALLOTS Co2IZ 

rf 
* * t 1 

i 

S7.1 Introduction. 

• * With the exception of hyperfine fields measured at Mn sites 

\Shinohara [R7.1.1, R7.1.2], Le Dang et [R7.1.3], * Shinogi et al • 

[R7.1.4]), few attempts have been made to measure hyperfine fields at 

transition metal impurity sites in Heusler alloys particularly, at -

magnetA sites. The primary reason for this lack of interest is due 

to the fact that . theoretical models have not been developed which 

accurately estimate the core polarization effects due to the magnetic 

moment on the probe atom. However, by measuring the hyperfine fields 
'i 

at impurity transition metal atoms, information can be obtained 

regarding the sites in the alloy which these atoms preferentially 

occupy. Using off-stoichiometric samples can be useful in 

determining the effect of changing local order on fields measured at 

these probe at<ate. The resulting hyperfine field shifts can then' 

provide experimental estimates of the relative contributions to the 

hyperfine from the probe atom itself and from the neighbouring atoms. 

Extensive work along these lines has been done using the NMR 

technique for the Fe,Si alloy. (For review see Burch et al 

[R7.1.5]). 

Another interesting point is that the hyperfine field measured 

at various impurities in Fe, Co, and Ni hosts follow a rather smooth 

trend across a series in the periodic table whether or not the atom 

carries a magnetic moment (Balabanov and Delagin [R7.1.6]). These 

file:///Shinohara
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authors have presented an empirical formula which, when fitted to the 

* 

experimental data, leads to deviations of less than 20^ in the worst 

cases. Burch et al [R7.1.5] have extended the use of the 

Balabanov-Delyagin relation In discussing Impurity fields in Fe-Si. 

The "use of this formula requires knowledge of the moments on the 1nn 

atoms to the nrobe atom. 

Despite these difficulties, the measurements of hyperfine fields 

at transition metal sites in 'Heusler alloys is of interest to 

determine if the trends observed across the transition series follow 

those observed for Fe, Co, and Ni hosts. Fields measured at Fe sites 

in CO 2YZ Heusler alloys are particularly suited for Mossbauer 

spectroscopy using the •''Fe nuclide since the -"Co parent used to 

fabricate the alloys guarantees that the hyperfine field will be 

measured at Fe nuclei located on A and C sites. Also the spectra 
57 

obtained using alloys with dilute impurities of >(Fe when compared 

with the "source" speatra give information regarding the sites which 

Fe atoms occupy in these alloys. 
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•S7.2 Hyperfine Fields at Fe Sites in COgMnZ (Z - Ga,Ge,Sf,Sn). 

S7»2.1 Sample Preparation. 

The sample preparation procedures were described in S4.2«. For * 
a 

the Co2MnSn and Co2MnSi samples those containing 57Co or 57Fe 

impurities were annealed at 800 C for 10 to 65 hours followed by 

quenching into ice water. The doped samples of Co2MnGa and "CopMnGe 

were not annealed since X-ray diffraction analysis on the undoped "• 
t 

samples both prior to and after heat treatment showed little change. 
* • 

These latter two samples were slowly cooled-from the melt. The x-ray 

diffraction results indicated that these alloys were single phase and 

.consistent with the L2. structure. The lattice parameters obtained 

In this work sire given in T7.2.1 along with the magnetization X-ray-

and neutron diffraction data of Webster [R7.2.1]. 

In addition to these stoichiometric alloys another alloy of the 

composition Co2Mno.85Fe0.15Sn w a 8 P^P*1"84' T h e C o doped alloys . 

were prepared by evaporating about 1aCi of -"Co in dilute HCl 

solution on about 75 mg of each sample and remelting the doped"sample 

by rf induction. The ^'Fe-doptd alloys were prepared by adding about 

2% ^Fe by weight of the Mn to the undoped alloys and remelting them 

by rf induction. 
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T7.2ll Magnetic properties of COgMnZ (Z-Ga,Si,Ge,Sn) alloys. 

Lattice parameter 

This work R7^2.1 

*C 

(K) 

R7.2.1 

y«Co 

W> 
R7.2.1 

AMU 

w 
R7.2.1 

Host 5 

Co2MnSi 5.649(5) 5.654 985(5) 0.75(8) 3.57(16) 

C02MnGe t 5.735(5) 5.743*' 905(3) 0.75(8) 3.61(16) 

COgMnSn / 5.994(5) 6.000 829(5) 0.75(8) 3-58(16) 

Co2MnGa ,; 5.766(5) 5.770 694(3) 0.52(8)' '3.01(16) 

S7.2.2 Data Accumulation and Analysis. 

Using a 20 m thick 310 stainless steel absorber for the source 

experiments with the ^Co a0ped alloys and a ^do/Wa. or -"Co/Cu 

source for the absorber experiments with the -"Fa doped alloys, room 

.temperature spectra were accumulated for Z » Si,Sn,Ga,Ge and for th,e 

COgMnQ^grPeo^cSn alloy. The resulting spectra are shown .in F7.2.1 

and„F7.2.2. Each spectra was fitted using the aaaumptjipn'that all 
fc 7 

absorption lines were of equal width and of intensity ratios 

3 I X J 1 I 1 S X : 3 . The .quadrupole splitting parameter was unconstrained in 

the fitting model as well. The signs of the hyperfine fields were 

aeaaured by applying a 1.0 T transverse external field to*the alloy 
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Velocity (mm s-'l 

F7.2.1 itted room temperature spectra of "co/Rh v.s. 
7?e/Co2MnZ (Z-Si,Ge,Sn,Ga). 

during accumulatioit of another spectrum and visually comparing the 

A spectra to those without an externally applied field. They were all 

* * * 
found to be negative.t * 

Using the value of T c given by the magnetization data of Webster 

[R7.2.1], the hyperfine field values were extrapolated to T - 0 K. 

The results appear in T7.2.2 along with the values measured at Co 
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s 
Vrlocrtylmm s-1l 

F7.2.2 Fitted room temperature spectra of -''Co/Co, 
(Z«Si,Ge,Sn,Ga) v.s. 310 stainless steel foil. 

,MnZ 

atoms on .the A and C sites (Hx(Co)) at Mn atoms on the B sites 

(Hy(Mn)) and at Sn impurity atoms measured on the D sites (Hz(Sn)). 

The hyperfine / fields measured in the alio™ Co2 MnAl, Cu2 MnSn and 

CugMnAl have also been included for comparison purposes. 

# 
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T7.2.2 Hyperfine fields measured in COgMnZ Heusler al loys. 

H y p e r f i n e f i e l d s ( T ) 

Host " v HX(X> Hx(Fe) Hy(Fe) HY(Mn) Hz(Sn) 
m l i H i - III ii n • — 

Co2MnSi -14.6* -11.9(2)c -33-1(3)° -33".7a 1-56f 

CogMnGe -14.1* -11.2(2)c -33.1(3)C -33.9a • +0.62f 

Co2MnSn - -11.6(3)c #-30.0(3)c -34.1e +10.2f 

Co2Mn0.85Pe0.15Sn " " -30.2(3) 

CogMnAl - - +4.05 

c 

f 

G -29-9(3)c -28.0a t +3.52f 

0 _ _1Q fid _yr | b + 9 1 .g 

Co2MnGa -17.3a -7.5(2)° -29-9(3)c -28.0a> +3-52 

Cu2MnSn -17.5° - -19-6U -23.1° +21.4 

Cu2MnAl -21.4b - -20.0d , -21.4b 

^7.1.3 V ' 1 * 1 . 0 ™ 8 w o r k dR7.2.10 eR7.1.2 fR7.2.7 8R7.2\11 

S7.2.3 Site Preferences. 

* 

Burch et al [R7.1.5] have shown that transition metal impurities 

dissolved in Fe,Si preferentially enter one of the inequivalent sites 

in this alloy. Because there are two inequivalent 3?e sites, in which 

the Fe moments differ, " Fe,Si may*be regarded as a pseudo-Heusler 

alloy of composition Fe2FeSi. These workers have found that the same 

types of atoms that enter.a particular site in a Heusler alloy also 
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preferentially occupy the equivalent sites in Fe2FeSi. Transition 

metals to the left and below Fs tend to occupy the B sites while the 

transition metals to 'the right of Fe tend to occupy the A and C 

sites. However, Fe is known Bto enter either the (A,C) or B sites as 

is evidenced by the existence of Fe,Z (Z-Si,Al,Ga). Since the 57Co 

samples give different field values than the ̂ 'Fe ,samples«, this seems 

^ to indicate that Fe preferentially enters the'-B or Mn site in Co2MnZ 

alloys. 

v -

£7.2.4 Isomer Shifts. 

The isomer shift data has been referenced to an iron foil 

•57 
absorber. The J Co source shifts have been converted «to absorber 

shifts so that a direct comparison can be made between fthe source and 

j absorber experiments. These isomer shifts are plotted in~F7.2.3 as a 

function of the isomer shifts found a1?^e atoms in Fe metal with one 

of the first nearest neighbour Fe atoms replaced by the corresponding ' 

5sp impurity atom. These values were obtained from Van de Woude and 

Sawatzky [R7.2.2],. 

The straight lines are least squares fitted to the data for Fe 

on the two inequivalent sites in the Heusler alloy. The data clearly 

indicates a strong correlation between the effect of changing sp 
' • *' 

Impurity atoms and the insomer shifts measured for Fe in the two 
i 

hosts. This suggests that the samê -sort of mechanism is responsible 

for the isomer shifts in both^ystems. The stronger dependence of 

the isomer shifts for Fe on X sites then for Fe on Y sites is 
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Isomer shrft of F« m F « (mm «-'l 

F7.2.3 Isomer shift correlations between Heusler Co2MnZ 
"hosts and dilut.e FeZ hosts. 

consistant with the fact (See T2.2.2) that the X sites have four 

first nearest neighbour Z atoms while the Y sites have no first . 

neghbour Z sites but six second nearest neighbour Z atoms. Hence, 

this correlation supports the assumption that Fe atoms in the alloys- ' 

containing '^Fe, "occupy the Y sites instead'of the Z sites where the 

' ' ' 
"nearest Z atoms are third nearest neighbours. t 

\ 

\ 

>•• » i 

L 
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\ 
\ 

.2.5 The Magnetic. Hyperfine, Fields. \ 

fc , • . : • 1 
" Examination of T7.2.2 'clearly indicates that the hyperfine field f 

. j 
measured at X sites in the Co2Mnz alloys is about -10 T while that at 

> Y sites is about -30 T. The trends for a more negative field -at Y 

sites is consistent with the results found by Kawamiya et al [R7.2.3] 

in .'the' "paeudo Heusler" alloys of the D0_ structure, (Fe,Z, 

Z*Al,Ga,Si), where the T site fields are more negative without . 

exception. • V ) • <£' 

If one uses E5.8.1 to separate the contribution to the .hyperfine 

field"' measured -at a magnetic site due to magnetic moments In the 

neighbouring atoms from the contribution due to the* local atomic 

electrons, then* there , %a experimental evidence which suggests that -
\ i 

only'.the first nearest taeighbour need be considered,. ,the, effect of 

the other neighbours, especially those more-distant -than the second 

nearest neighbours, beiife negligible. Evidence for this conclusion 

is given by Drijver and Van der Woude [R7.2.4] ̂ ho* found that the 

variations of the hyjierfine fields sieaaured at Ni, Co and Fe' in 

binary alloys, with 12-c6ordination first nearest neighbours aire 

linearly related to the average magnetic moment on this 1 first nearest 

neighbour atoms alone.-. A similar conclusion has been reached b y 

Bufch'et al [R7.1.5] for transition metal'.impurity fields measured in 

*e.jSi. "Work along these lines 'by LeBang et al [R7.2-5] for the-
* ~ V "'•> - 4 , " ' 

Heusler alloy COgMnSi indicate' that the contribution _ of the third 

vjJear«|st neighbours to the transferred component of the Mn hyperfine 

fields was only about +0.07 *T. 
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f 
» 

, These conclusions are consistant with the fact that the value of 

Hy(Fe) in Co2MnSn is the same as the value obtained ^pr HY(Fe) in 
y- 'i 

Co2MnQ>8cFe0<1cSn. Here about an average of two 3nn Mn atoms to each 

Fe atom are changed to Fe atoms. Also the value obtained by Jaggi et 

al [R7.2.6] for HL(Fe) in CogFeGa Is -31" T which is very close to the 

value obtained for HY(Fe) in Co2MnGa. These results again seem to 

indicate that Fe selectively occupies the Y sites. Thus an 

understanding of the khyperfine flel&B^afeasured at Fe atoms in the 

Co2MnZ alloys can! be, obtained by considering core polarization 

J \ effects and the transferred term due to only the nearest neighbour 

atoms. 

Comparison of the values -of Hy(Fe) and HY(Mn) fo%*r2MnZ alloys 

with the corresponding values for CugMnZ alloys indicates the former 

are about 12 T more' negative than the latter va'lues. This is' 

presumably due to the loss of« the moments on the'first nearest 

neighbour atoms when Co is changed to Cu. The larger moment 

(" 4.1 MR )« on the Mn atoms .in t3ie Cu based alloys would have little 

effect on the different Fe field values because Mn adorns are third 

nearest rieighbours to the Y atoms. However, the moments on the Fe 
* » 

atoms may differ In |he two alloy eystems and thus"also ̂contribute to 

*" -

changes in the core polarization 'component of the Fe"hyperfine 

fields. "Without a. knowledge of these moments, it would, be difficult 

to separate the local and transferred components of the hyperfine 

fields measured at Y sites. , 
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Unlike the values of HY(Fe) the values of Hx(Fe) show a strong 

correlation with the valence of the Z element. In alloys where Z 

atom is from Group IVA of the periodic table (SiiGe,Sn) the value of 

H2(Fe) is about -11.5 T while it is about/-7.5 T for Z atom from the 

group IIIA of the periodic table. (Since/ this work Dunlap et al 

[R7.2.7] have found that the alloy CoJlnAl can be made without the 

extensive disorder originally reported by Webster [R7.2.1]. It would 

be interesting to see if Hx(Fe) in this alloy is comparable to^the 

value in Co2MnGa.) 

fouin This trend is opposite to that foujnd for HT(Co) where the value 

J . 
for Z * Ga is more negative for Z 4 Ge or Si. However, the local 

contribution to the hyperfine field has been found to be positive by 

LeDa'ng et al [R7.2.5] who suggest the negative core polarization is 

compensated for by a larger positive contribution due to an 

unquenched orbital moment on the Co atoms. Thus the hyperfine fields 

at Co sites may not follow the same systematics as those measured at 

other magnetic atoms. Experimental evidence for this is. found in 

dilute Pd-Fe and Pd-Co alloys whei» Co is believed to possess an 

unquenched orbital moment while Fe does not (Senoussi [R7.2.8]). 

The only other atom at which hyperfine fields have been measured 

in the Co2MnZ alloys is the Sn atom (Dunlap and Ritcey [R7.2.9] and 

Dunlap and Jones [R7.2.7]). As can be seen from . the T7.2.2 there 

appears to be no obvious correlation between these* field values and 

the field values measured at magnetic atoms. This indicates that the 

local contributions in hyperfine field make a significant component 

"t * 

f**&$&*d% £W*a*to«v 
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of the total fields at the magnetic sites. 

S7«3 Hyperfine Fields at Fe Sites in Co2YSn (Y«Ti,Zr,Hf). 

These measurements were made to determine the influence of the Y 

atom on the Fe hyperfine fields at the various sites in the,Co2YSn 

alloys where Y «Ti,Zr,Hf and Mn. , ( 

S7.3.1 Sample Preparation. ^ 

The samples were prepared in a manner similar to- those for the 

Co2MnZ alloys according to the method used by Ziebeckj and Webster 

[S7.3-1]. However, the spectra for these alloys were initially 

obtained without prior annealing of the samples. Subsequent spectra 

•57 ' 
iwere obtained for the -"Fa doped alloys after annealing for 24 hburs 

at 900°C( to, obtain information as to which site the Fe atoms prefer 

to enter at high temperature. The results of magnetizatidn data, 

- x-ray and neutron diffraction' by Ziebeck and Webster [R7.3.1] are 

^jiven in TY^3.1~ 

S7.3.2 Dat\ Accumulation and Analysis. 

Using a -"Co /Sh source" and -^Fe/COgYSn absorbers, spectra were 

accumulated with the absorber at both room temperature (RT) and at 

liquid*nitrogen temperature (LNT). After the Heusler alloy absorbers 

were annealed, at 900 C for 24 hours, the absorber spectra were 

accumulated at both-temperatures. 
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T7.3.1 Structural and Magnetic Properties of Copysn, 
(Y - Ti,Zr,Hf). 

Host 

-

Co2TiSn 

Co2ZrSn 

Co2HfSn 

Lattice parameter 

<*> 

This work 

6.055(5) 

6!215(5) 

.6.202(50 

, 

R7.3.1 

6.218 

6.249 

6.218 

TC 

. (K)^ 

R7.3.1 

359(4) 

444(4) 

394(4) 

/*Co 

W 
R7.3.1 

1.03(10) 

0.80(10) 

0.80(10) 
r 

By doping about 75 mg of the Co2YSn alloys with about 1 mCi of* 

Co activity Heusler alloy sources were obtained. These sources 

were used with 310 stainless steel absorbers to accumulate RT Bpectra 

for these alloys. 

J!he source spectra consisted of a broad single absorption line 

whicflrH^B^S«itWd" to a sextet with area ratios constrained to 

3^2:1:1:2:3 and~e^ual line widths. The magnitude of the resulting 

fitted^_f|Md values were less than 1.5 T. 

'The absorber spectra for these Co2YSn alloys were .much more 

complex than those found for the Co2MnZ alloys as can be seen in 
1 t 

F7.3.1. To check-the local order and homogeneity of these samples, a 

11Q "i7 
JSn spectrum of Co2TiSn doped with Fe was obtained. This 

spectrum contained, in addition to an expected sextet, two, central H.4 
pwct 
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impurity singlets similar to those found by Endo et al [R7.3-2], 
t 

Brooks and Williams [R7.3.3] and Gorlich et al [R7.3-4]. 

All absorber spectra required, in addition to sextets, one or 

. two singlets -in order to obtain a satisfactory fit to the 

experimental data points. These singlets are presumably due to 

non-magnetic impurity phases into which the iron atoms have entered. 

The existence of such phases is supported by the presence of the 
11Q 

additional singlets in the 3Sn spectrum of Co2TiSn. The Co2ZrSn, 

Co2HfSn, and Co2TiSn required one, two and three sextets, 

respectively, and two, two and one singlets,^ respectively, in order 

to be fitted. For the case of Co2ZrSn, because of the relatively 

broad, weak lines, it is possible that there are two similar 

components present which cannot be distinguished by computer fitting. 

(The MOSFIT fitting program cannot fit two sextets corresponding to 

slightly differing hyperfine fields and isomer shifts because the 

relative intensities are not sufficiently well defined.) In the ca"se 

of Co2HfSn the two sextets corresponded to hyperfine fields and' 
t 

isomer * shifts sufficiently different to allow the fitting program to 

distinguish between them. The third sextet found in 'the Co^TiSn 

alloy had a small splitting, corresponding to 3.3 T at JIT. This 

hyperfine field might correspond to one of the ^singlets which was 

observed in the other two alloys, although there seemed to be no 

internal correlation between the isomer 'shifts of these central 

absorption components in the three alloys. The values of these 

hyperfine fields extrapolated from the 77 K spectra to 0 K using - the 
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T7.3.2 Hyperfine fields measured in Co2YSn (Y-Ti,Zr,Hf). 

Host H y p e r i n e F i e l d s ( T ) 

Co2iSn Hx(Co) Hx(Fe)i Hy(Y) Hy(Fe) Hz(Sn) Hz(Fe) 

y 

COgTiSn +2.12a 2 - -34.3(5) +8.5° -£8.5(5) 

Co2ZrSn +4.46* ' 2 - -35-1(3)" +10.4° 

Co2HfSn +5.0* 2 -47(2)a -35-9(5) +12.0C -31.1(10) 

References: This work except aR7.3«6 V F . 3 . 7 CR7.3«4 

magnetization data of Ziebeck and Webster [R7.3.1] are given in 

T7.3.2. In addition, the hyperfine field data at Co, Mn, and Sn 

sites in the three alloys are also given. 

S7.3.3 Fe Site Preferences. 

The absorber spectra indicate Fe impurities enters at least 4 

inequilavent sites in the Co2YSn samples, at least one of which, must 

be due to the presence of an impurity phase in the samples. This is 

in contrast^to the Co2MnZ alloys where Fe preferentially enters the Y 

sites. Due to this complexity in the spectra it ••considerably more 

difficult to determine which crystalographic sites of "Fa are 

responsible for the various components of the apectra. The sites 

designated in T7«3«2 are determined as follows. * 
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F7.3.1 Fitted room temperature spectra of -"Co/Rh v.s, 
5'Fe/Co2YSn (Y-Mn^i.Zr.Hf). 

The source spectra are due to Fe occupying the X sites since the 

5̂ Fe nuclides are produced in situ from the 57Co nuclides before the 

Mossbauer transition takes place. 
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' * • • " * ' ' 

The high field components of the absorber spectra are ascribed 

' ' • ' " I" 
to\ Fe - entering the Y si*.es because on aipeil^ng the absorption 

*. ' 
intensities • of these components increased 'relative to the 

^intermediate ,, hyperfine field value in COgTiSn andlCo2HfSn. Since Fe^ 

'is expected to enter the transition metal 6r Y site in preference to 

entering the sp metal or 2 site on "annealing, the; high' field 

. components ara probVbly due to Is on- the Hf , or iTi site.a.%. This 

designation is also applied to . the 'co2ZrSn ajllo* even though 'the 

single higfl* field component* decreased upoipi annealing In "this alloy^ 
* . ' " # \ * ^ 

The j*nterm#diate field -values in the absorber spectra of Co^TiSn 

and Co^fSn are attributed to*Fe entering the1 Z sitesw Tils, i s done" 
.because the local arrangement of"the Koment.carrying CcTatoma around 

• • , , . . \ 
the" Y .aand Z sites i s the same, in the 1nn shell. I t i s conceivable 

' " i * * - r • "'0 '" ' 1 
that this 'f>eld £s due to Fe'being* ofl'Y si tes where^one I of the first ' 

. *• *•* . -, 

- nearest Co atoms have been replaced,."by « non-magnetic a"iom. " However, 
* - ' # ' 

, - • • • * . * , * • • 

. x-ray and neutron data" [R7«3.lJ indicate-that there' is •insufficient 
, - ' . . • . .' L' +•• • ' ' S \ 

4 ' . * -

disorder "in*he alloy to produce Buoh a relativelyvatrong absorption 

^ ' • • • " ' . ^ * \ 

for this-component in the spectra^ In the case of CojZrSn, it might* 
' 1" . 

be possible that'there ire two very nearly equal ai\d unresolved high 
J* .. *- ".-*•> 

. . . * 
* field.ooj^jlbneilts,. and*henjse HgtFe) » HY(fe'). * • '„ • 

' ' * , i "**. - n • _ f / *"*• 

. ' . - '( ixamination of the isomer shift datia in* T7.3..3 indicates ' that 
-' "> v .-

- -tfcay a3je' approximately equal for M, oooupylng.a particular si te in < 
.* in&l Itoree alloys. -This farther supports the above site designations. " 
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T7«3«3 Isoaer shifts measured at le impurities in 
Co YSn, (Y-Ti,Zr,Hf). 

host • Isomer Shifts (am/a) 

X Site Y site Z Site 

Co2TiSn +0.33(4) +0.25(10) 0.07(10) 

Co2ZrSn " +0.33(4) +0.24(10) ' - -

COgHfSn -̂ +0.33(4) " +0.20(10) 0.10(10) 

As.indicated previously, -the central components including (the 

low field value in Co2TiSn) revealed no internal correlations between 

their isomer shifts nor with those of the source spectra. This 

suggests' that two singlets are due to Fe occupying sites in impurity 

* "• non-Heuslsr phases. ./ 

i - \ 
,'. 37.3.4 Hyperfine Fields. ' -. 

^_ The values Of H^f.)- in the Co2YSa (Y - Ti^Zr.Hf) are about 

^V ' y-5#0 T*more negative than ^the value of Hy(fe) (-3.'0 T) in Cd ĴtoSn. 

"" Sin6e \hs Co moments are approximately equal (if the 'experimental 
*. . ' . ' '""•"/'",-..-' ' - ' 

. uncertain!).ties , are 'taken into account) in all COySn alloys, this 
» . , - ' ' .' 

• • suggests that ttis difference in these values is due to the , presence 

of the. la atoms which haW«iarge moment's 3.58/*g as 5an to tlje Y/dte 

•; • Fe atoms. 7 This implfes that the trsM.fer.r#d flelcl per BoHr magnetism 
* *f 
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per 3«a atom is +0.12 T/ fi for total of +5.0 T. This agrees with the 

conclusions of LeDang et al [R7.3.5] who, using the IMS technique on 

'non-a,toiohio*etric Heusler alloys concluded that the component of the 

hyperfine measured at Mn stems which was transferred from surrounding 

Mn atoms was positive. Another point is that this transferred field 

Is" relatively small in comparison to the total field, suggesting that 

the 1nn Co momentB, even though much smaller than the Mn moments, are 

predominantly responsible for the hyperfine' fields measured at 

magnetic atoms On the Y sites. This conclusion is. consistent which 

the assumptions employed "in the previous discussion of the hyperfine 

field systematics of the COgMaZ alloys. 

The magnitude of the value of ^r(Fe) in the Co2YSn (Y * 

Ti,Zr,Hf) • alloys is considerably smaller than the. HT(F#) value 

, (-11.2 T) found in CbgMripn. .This is consistent with the fact that in 

these former alloys the nearest atoms carrying moments to the X sites 

are the 2nn Co atoms while in COgM^SnCthe nearest atoms carrying a 

moment are the" Inn Mn atoms. Hence, the hypothesis that the 1nn 

magnetic moments dominate the transferred hyperfine field seems to be 

supported by the hyperfine field systematios of the X site SB well as 

the Y site Fe'hyperfine fields. 

. Because of the fact that the Y site atoms and the Z site atoms 

have the same' local arrangement Of Co atoms and the values of HT(?e) 

and H~(Fe) do notidiffer by "a large amount in these alloys, it * would 

appear that the magnetic moments on the'Fe-atoms in both sites 4'n 

these alloya are similar. .There is no obvious explanation as to. why 

• . - ». ( 
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a distinct value for H"z(Fe) in Co2ZrSn was .not observed, although it 

is possible that the values of H^ie) and Hz(Fe), which have the same 

local arrangement of Co atoms, are not resolvable in the spectrum. . 

However, if this is the case, It then represents an anomaly in that 

the magnitude of a hyperfine field measured with reasonable accuracy 

at a given probe atom increases with the atomic number of the Y host , 

atom irrespective of the probe atom or the site on which it is 

located.' The Co fields and the Sja fields became more positive while 

the Mn and le fields on the I sites became more.negative as Y varies % 

from Ti to Zr to JIf. A similar trend occurs Tor the Mn and Sn fields 

in the COgMnZ (Z"Si,Ge,Sn) alloys. Except for.the Co and Sn fields 

the change in the field values is quite small and may not be of any 

physical significance. . v 
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CHAPTER 8, ' 162 

COICLOSIOIS AID R K O B M E H D A T I O K 

38.1 Systematics in the 5sp Series Hyperfine Fields in' PdgMnSb 

— r : : : ' 

The magnitude of the hyperfine field" measured' at the Te impurity 

atoms on the Z site in PdgMnSb "was "found to be 85(3) T at a 

temperature of 4.2 %'. The subsequent sign measurement by Boolchand et 

al [l8.1.l]and by.de Waard and Lakahimar,ayana [l8.1.2;j indicates that 

_ this is the largest positive value 'obtained for a 5sp impurity in the 

the FdgMnSb alloy indicating a saturation in the hyperfine fields for 

Z -'Te. The models of. Jena and Geldart [l8.1'.3] and Campbell and 

Blandin [18.1,4] are* able to reproduce this ^•saturation effect. 

"However,-. *he former provides better numerical agreement with the 

experimental .values. The volume misfit model of Stearns [l8.l1.5l was 

unable to reproduce this saturation in the hyperfine field curve for 

Sap^iapurities. 

has been suggested that PdgMnSb, because it contains Pd 

atoms, exhibits an anomalous behaviour in the hyperfine field 

.systematica -[18,1.6]. In order' to. "verify this suggestion, the 

hyperfine fields at' Te" atoms substituted in other Heusler "hosts* 

should be*determined. Hecent work by Dunlap and Strgink 1.R8.1.7] 

suggests that -neither the JG and the CB' theory correctly predicts, the 
; » - * ' ' - . ' 

, trends observed at.Sn impurities in the Co based Heusler ,alloys. It 

w6uld' be ̂ interesting to see if these theories also,fail to predict' 

the'hyperfine field, trends observed in the 5»p impurities in dne ef 
• \ ' ' • ; » - • • • / « • * . - ^ 

• these alloys. Therefore, it-.is suggested that a ""Te hypejcfine field 

' . ' " ' ' • I ' 4 ' • • " . . :- " ' ', 

• ' . '•> , i • • . - , ' . ' , • . •< " • * ' 
4 - I ' . . W - , . X f 

«. ' ' ' . ,i 

• . * ' • / * " ' ' . . - . / ' . * : ' * : \ > ' . * ' • • : • 
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measurement be undertaken in a COgMnZ or a Co2YZ alloy. Because .of 

tha difficulties of incorporating Te into most Heusler matrices, a 

source "experiment in which '2*Sb is incorporated in a Z»Sb alloy may. 

- * -
be .the only viable method* of making this measurement. . 

• m 

S8.2 Hyperfine Fields at Ron-Magnetic .Sites in C1. Heusler Alloys. 
>l 

The 119, 3n absorber spectra at the Z sites 'in "the CI. alloys»-

PtMnSn ,and Iri,07*11 .QT31^.86 **nd *° "klbit broad absorption lines 

* indicating a lack of homogeneity in'the local environments of the 

119 • . 
'Sn atoms. The values obtained for these.fiyperfine fields at liquid 

•s. 

nitrogen temperatures-were found to^ be -2.9(5) T for PtMnSn and 

3-57(8) T " for ilr,j ™Mn,, (yjP^Q^Q^- ^ h e s e ""all ̂  hyperfine fields 

fit the general trend ,of the 5sp series hyperfine fields in .-the' L2> 

Heusler alloys where the change in sign in the fields tends, to occur* l( 

* near the Snin the series. 
' «-

The-sign-of the *Sn hyperfine field'in.PtMnSn was found to. be 

negative in'disagreement with ihe results of-^ao,and" Iyengar [18.2.1 ] 

and Campbelli [R8.-2.2] bu-t in agreement with the results of Leiper et 

al LR8»-2."5} and Arbique [R8.2.4]. * '.«,-" 
* - • i 1Q7 1 *' * • < 

The magnitude of .the hyperfine field measured at' ' y 'Au impurity 

atoms in' the "PtMnSn- alliy atj§A.2..K was .determined to be 7t(1;) T,*1' 

while that I pf the hyperfine field' 4 at >the„ Ir • sites In 
'* Iri.o7Hni,078110t8g was found^to, be 65(2), T at 4.2 K: These-values 

along with the values Of Hy(Au)-in 'AuMnSb [fi8".2^j, ^(Au^'ia AugMnAl 
^7 ' . ' ' ' - ' •" • * . " ' - . ' ' ' - ' . , , ' ''-

"[le.'g.ff] and Hj(i't)' in-PtJW3n"[l8.2.7] were examined-using* the-̂ JG 'aid.' 

I * ' 
y, »• 

• * * . ' 

/» 

% 
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"CB models to see if the general experimental trends of the hyperfine 

fields" at these ' series six atoms could be reproduced i. Although 

numerical agreement was.rather poor, general experimental trends were 

reproduced using:• the JG model.* However, the CB model which is 

sensitive to the lodei environment of the probe atom failed to 

reproduce - the observed trends. This is- particularly evident in the 

Ir^Q-Mn^07Sno#86 *^°J where the off-stoichiometry of the sample 

greatly affects the resultant value of HT(lr). The volume misfit 

model af Stearns was not used because of lack of enough experimental 

- ^ A ^ * v^7.t.X .it.. „ ^ . ^ _ , 
evaluate the required numerical constants. . 

. • » • ' • ' - - ' 

S8.3 Hyperfine Fields at Magnetic-Impurity Sites in Co2YZ. 

, 4 ~ : ' ' 
\ , In the/alloys- COgMnZ (Z » Si,Ge,Sn,Ga), Fe preferentially 

" ' ' " " ' , " - • '' * 
occupies the 'Y sites with a hyperfine field' value of about -30 T. The 

hy£erfinef field at the* Fe atoms, on the X'site, on'the other hand,- is 
* # . 4 l ' , 

- 4 _ > 

.typically • about -11.5 T for a Z Wtom from Group IVa of the periodic 

table-and -7.5. T tot Z * Ga. The isomer Shifts • measured . at „the Fe 
• ' . . ' - - ' v . 

atoms on both sites- indicate that there is a strong correlation with 

the atomic number of the Z -site atoms near the. Fe probe atoms. 

' .' tn the series .of alloys Co9YSn (I « Ti,'Zr,Hf) the'Ve absorber 

spectra are very complex consisting of three or faur components. The 

fe atoms; appear to enter both the Y and Z .sites in these alloys. .The 

Y, site fields were found 'to he about -35 T wni*le the Z site fields 

%easured'in COgTiSn and - C0j|HfSn ware .foufid* to'-** someifhai . more 

'".• 

i 

"I» 

' % » » ' t i • 

* ' ' " '•' ' - 7 \ -
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positive^ -28.5 T and -31 T respectively, Fe atoms located on the X 

Sites give unresolved fields in the range of -2 T to ̂ Z T. 

Because of the lack of knowledge of the magnetic moments on the 

Fe atoms, it is not possible to separate the transferred and local 
-

components to the total hyperfine fields measured. In the Co2MnZ 
j 

alloys where the spectra consist of'a single component, a series of 
• • * 

- 'Fe Mossbauer measurements using off-stoichiometric' samples would 

provide information regarding the relative sise of these two 

contributions and possibly some information about the - sise of the' 

moments on the Fe atoms. It is recommended that this experiment be 

undertaken for one or several of these Co^jMnZ alloys. 
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